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istorica y ists have sustained an interest
development during early chi hood as a part of their interest in t
phys?l, social-emotional a intellectul maturation of the ool
child. Recently, there has been a quickening and redirection o i = st to/ focus
on the significance of early motor development in children. Much the focal
point on interest and theory have centered on the importance of ent as a

laau;i4--impar4ancra-ancl--.44- possible- contribution- to-cogniti opment
r icuiariv m e ucation of CjireSThoordiflre an

_ -
With-this-upsurge et-mit-test earne aft tfturAtten-of -Fese-afet

reporting sweeping claims regarding the value of selected mo men programs in
niwnzusw-cogmtivv--sicittr,--triterestiftgly enough t=

tors, for the most part, who were developing these diver pe /ceptual motor
programs and it was the school psychologists, counselors nd rfading specialists
who were calling for the initiation of these programs in t e elgMentary schools. .
Before long there was a mushrooming of sensorimo or, isual motor and
perceptual motor programs in the schools based uponia n tuber of disparate
theories. The implementation of these programs, h v , was left to the
physical equ'cator - a job he was ill prepared to carry ou

)n the rush to catch up, the physical educators acrt ss t e country surveyed
the proliferate of confusing literature and attended end ess "how to do it"
demonstratipns which appeared at practically every cony bon or short term
clinics and workshops. At times this led to further confu ion for the physical
educator for he often did not understand the basic ass,um tioni or educational
theories undergirding the demonstrations and recommen ed educational pro-,
grams and methods. What soon developed Were eclectic pr rarnszlacking sound' ,
scientific foundations.

In the late 60's in an effort to aid the phys/cal edu tor, the American
Alliance of Health, Physical Education, and Recreationtconducted several
conferences which attempted to examine the scientific foundations used to
guide the development of 'logical school programs to enhance perceptual motor
development. -)

Now in the 70's it was felt by some that what was reallypeeded was to get
past the "secondary source syndrome" of examining th4erceptual motor
theories and look to the pure cognitive theorists for insight into the nature and
direction of intellectual development.

And so it was that a theoretical symposium was plann d which would
examine the works of one cognitive _theorist in searching fqr the role of
movement in the cognitive Oeveloprrfent of the young child. The work of Jean
Piaget which has stood as an unsurpassed milestone in the study of cognitive
.thought was chosen for the first sympqsium. If practice and research should
stem from a foundation of theory, thei{ by examining Piaget's concepts relative
to the development of cognition, a geheration of new ideas for practice and
research might be forth coming. This was the goal of a National Symposium of
Paget for Regular and Special Physical Educators and Recreators held at the
State University of, New York College at Brockport, October 7, 8, 9, 1974.

Martilu Puthoff, Coordinator
Graduate Unit

'Factilty of Physical Education & Retxeation
State University College
Brockport, New York
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PIAGET: OVERVIEW AND PERSPECTIVES
H. Larry Humm_____

INTRODUCTION

On Backing Into An Impossible Task

The-purpose-of-this-papar-is-tp buipd theory that will

serve as a starting point for the papers tnat conTfirtnIllr crttn1rtzuference
Atoneums-I-had hoped thzt 1 could rnncrnict an umbrella to cover the range of

the con-TeierRe714-avev 11". e

encompassed in the papers necessitated a very strange looking umbrella.

Therefore, 'u f aestheties-referances- to-specific papers -have beep

omitted in this overview. The purpose of building backgrourywl ill probably be

served better by providing a point of view dire rctafification of some of the

issuis related to the appli iaget for regular and special physical

educators mg overview should prOvide a framework that will be

supportive of the topics to follow.
Summarizing Plaget's monumental work is no small task. Flavell's-(1901)

bibliography lists nintyfour works of whiclk 144414:sole author and fifty with

joint auN>rs. Obviously some choices ustIfOr, rrtediasr6e precicias:;ibeAS

omitted. Also, application of Piages ideas to clipiicti,1 tasks is a J,frusbitii9g

exercise. His intent is the study of',kno*Ifedgt'4ndhciYi knowledie eMerges.

Although the content of his works is seductivkY germane to our educational

tasks, the approach he takes to his study seldom directly fits what we want to

know. We Must not only condense, we must also 'extrapolate.

II

Functional Invariant: A Look at theMature`of the Beast",-

Any study of man (or child) presupposes, that some legitimate generalization

can be made- between individual members of the species. If each is different,

then we arelimited to a psychology specific to specific' individuals, Piaget -

suggests that there are two functional invariants that serve to unite the behavior

of all humans. Their existence does not vary from individual to individual They

are defined by the functions they serve (rather than their biolOgical basis). These

invariant functions are adaptation and structure`: and they are in operation from

the time of birth.

Adaptation:

Piaget's background as a biologist prepared him for' a view of man as an

adapting beast. We must meet problems es' they arise or we will no logger

survive. For mankind, adaptation is probably more than mere survival. W ite

(1959) argues well for the concept of coping EFFECTIVELY, the basic neeto

meet our problems with sufficient flair to feel competent in our Interaction with,

the world.Piaget places this form of adapiation as a centralcharactecista:c of
man's existence. every act of intelligenCe is seen as an act of adaptation, a

coping, with soMe problem (however minor) encountered in a constant

interaction with a changing world

1



There aril two processes that accomplish ada tion: assiAlstion and \
accommodation. Assimilation is the bending of reality o fit one's structure. One
has a concept, an expectation. When confronted witlfa situation related to that
concept, the situation is interpreted within the fra ework of that concept. I
once met a very charming person at a cocktail party. I was very impressed,you
might say "snowed". Later, in another context, I watched this person severely
berate an individual of questionable intelligence. Ili was not difficult to interpret
ire as clever, criticism s witty, and I must adroit, the_slelize.ri_liacLa_certain..

}seal TTI XI ew Jo be true:-
n thuother-hand iiT bending of oneVstruCture to,fit'a

one can no longer aintain an old concept.,
rrnation-trsa-compettmirthat

mentioned I was impressed with
nce-. egiria' ilVr =61 11=1 A ds

.directed at me it as neither clever nor rtty, and it was delivered with such
awkw"ardness as t be totally 'Without credibility. Phoney) An obvious phoney!

Occasionally i dividuals suffer from a preponderance of either process, and
the result is sel oin positive. The col) tantzassimilator is rigid. Nothing, no
information or argument. is sufficient cruse for changing a concept. If the Parent
Teacher's/ Associiation is a communist front, then the fact that they hold
elections and vo ed agaipst Marxist books is only indicative of how clever a
communist front organization can be. The constant aocommodator, on the other
hand, is silly pu y. Truth is a ftinction of the last argument encountered. A
conservative at eakfast, a liberal at noon. Instability, constant , change, is a way
of life. Normally we have a balance between assimilation and accommodation.
Assimilation pro ides for stability, so that every new experience doesnot result
in confusion. A modation provides for change and growth.

Structure:

, You may have noted that the definitions for both assimilation and
accomodation assume an underlying psychological structure. . .an ongoing,
constantly changing set of concepts and expectations. An organization of
memory emerges as each experience is interpreted and fitted into the existing
organization Reality, and its interpretation, is dynamic. You wiji not be exactly
the same person an hour from now (unless you are asleep?).

Structure involves more than the dynamic organization of memory. Piaget
refers to a basic "need" for organization. We cannot perceive the world as
random. Even when you tell subjects in an experiment that events are random;
they look for, and, think they .are finding, order, Gamblers constantly seek a
system where no system has a right to exist. System and random events are
mutually exclusive. Yet by imposing a structure to events7 the child can
construct a stable pattern of interaction; this is; the child can construct the
means for effective coping.

As the child's adaptations to his environment emerge into, a psychological
structure or organization of schema for interaction, a hiej'archy develops.
Complex behaviors grow out of simpler skills. Four reflexes let combined into
one streamlined, coordinated system for nursing. A basic reflex for grasping with
pelmet stimulation comes under voluntary control and then ii'combined with

2
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eyehand coordination to allovi grasping. This skill, in turn, is combined with an
adaptation of grasping to small objects and the pinching necessary to pick up a
dropped pin emerges. Each skill is built upon an already modularized existing

With many of the more salient skills, the sequence of development does not
:vary considerably from child to child. This ordinality can be understood in the
,context of .hierarchial structures. If B is built upon A, then A must exist before

B can develop. For instance, the child will not search" for a missing object until

ittiVIS e=cobjectonttroues=tle exAst-whea-44-

are prerequ6ites - rw, z an-ortivirsiEquazgoeiswtinzarly_
possible cloyelopmPnral moil.% Piaget's stages are ordinal, being a descriptierniif-

a progressive hierarchy of schemes for coPing with the environment.

OUTLINE OF STAGES. DESCRIPTION AND A BIT OF TASK ANALYSTS

Again,. may I remind you that my task here is one of condensation and
\extrapolation. What is to follow is a mere outline, drawing only upon those
features of Piaget's vast observations which seem most appropriate in this
context. An intense suspicion of the dangers of oversimplification compelsme to

warn these who are new to Piaget that there is much that lies beneath the

surface.surface.

Sensori-Motor Period
The neonate has virtually no control of his motor system; he is like a puppet

whose strings have become entangled, airports move when one part moves.

There is no reason to assume that the neonate knows am/thing about the nature
of the environment he ha's been thrust into. Also, the relationship between

movement impulses from the brain and changes in the "outside" world seem to

alludethe infant.
Yet, any but the most immature adaptations require voluntary movement,

separation of self from non-self, understanding of the nature of objects in the

outside world, and a baiic understanding of how movement effects the world.
The development of these crucialabilities forms the foundatin for all future
physical and intellectual activity. The sensori-thotor period, with its concentra-
tion upon the interaction between movement and perception, provides this

needed foundation.
Without going into a detailed description of the substages (there are six) of

the sensori motOr period, Jet me suggest two observations relevant to our
purpose here. The first has to do with active feedback, and the second with the

child scientist. ,

The accommodation process is totally dependent upon feedback providing

information about the result of a behavior (either overt or covert). Adaptation is
necessary only when there is an imbalance between the existing psychologickl ,
structure and the perceived condition of reality. Accommodation of mo,ment
(or concept) results when the operation prescribed by the struqurordoes not
meet the demands of the goal. Feedback allows for comparison of goal with

reality and thereby _defines the need for accommodation. It, follows that

feedback is in essential condition for growth to occur.



A close analysis of e ly adaptation demonstrates principle that seems to
hold true throughout th developmental 'Sequence. This, fact that an organism
comes with the capabil y for eliciting a' behavior is not sufficient for that
behavior to devel1p. The fact that an environment supports a behavior is no
guarantee of its emergence. Mere interaction of organism and environment
Tears to be insufficient for growth. There must be a particular character to the
interaction of organism and environment: thechild must be in active control of
the interaction. Held (1965) demonstrated this phenomenon with newborn
1St flicA, FTin ;1111

_ .

of their movement. The child is an initiator. and this is a Viz'
cannot learn for the child, we can only hope his environment is structuredin-a-___
misett=thatmaPPfaus=hisAatnin

When observing the active learning of the rapidly developing infant, one, must
be struck with the fantastic amount of information the child acquires-in a
relatively limited time span. Yet this ecquisition is a task of sheer joy. The child
discovering the magic of breakfast cerlai disappearing when he separates thumb
from forefinger displays a a ttention that would overwhelm any physics
professor lecturing o ra, ity., Ttre ild's mother, who understands gravity
better than she understan her child, understandably fears a touch of infantile
sadism as shp watches her darling repeatedly dropping food to the floor. The
matter gets Worse as the child nters the subperiod of Tertiary Circular
Reactions (12-18 months). Now lie ins to-vary his experiment: first dropping
the cereal in front of him, then to e side, and then to his lap. Each drop it,
followed bvbservatioh, and soml ar followed:b,i/ surprise when the cereal fails
to fall wherafixpected.,

This process of discovery is pry' much thelsaine as that of any scientist
attempting tb discover the principle} that rule the workings of the world.-We
adults. take so much for granted thit we loose sight of the enormous task of
discovering even the simplest concepts relating to self objects, time, space, and
movement. In failing to "think aive", we also fail to appreciate that the child
'manages to 'make the nece observations and draw Fonslusionsliong before it
occurs to us to tell i what,,we want him to knoVv,4as if it would serve any
purpose to demand that the infant learn about gravity).

. '"," '

t. We

Preoperational Period (2-7 years)- Once the child has basic control of his actions and understands the rudiments
of how he operates on the world, he is read for the next major task; Except for-
during the very last substage, the sensorkno or child is limited almost entilely to

,action oriented thought Conceptual develo ment, imitative learn,clanguage,
and many other demands of the adult wort require an.lbility,.Q move beyond
action td an internal representation. Even n relation o action, internalized
preplanning and anticipation become more d a-important for judgment.
Tl1 next step in the hierarchy, then, is bail rag some facsimile of the outside
world inside the child. 'The development of language is only part of this
internalization. Also important is the emerge ce of abilities such..as deferred
imitation. The tichild develops the ability to see an action at one point in time,

4
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store that jinformation in mem ry without overtly performing the act, and
finally, -ari a later time to imitat the act. Deferring a remembered activity
requiresisome means of holding a rei: sentation of that act in memory until its
use is called for.

Although internal representations gran he young thinker freedom from
overt exploration, they also present,a new stof problems to be dealt with
during the last part of the preoperational period. Fiery experience the child has
had been "real". Experience happens. With the advertf an internal reality, the
real_becones subiectjve. tittle Jane Weems in fear from her nightmare, and we
telLner_u_was_itiatreallohnny dreams he has a_ponv and Wakes to fihd there is
none? here is something-very-pecultaratiout these e perm .

1

Likewise, the sup is called the sun because you look at it and see it is the sun.
Tha name sun has a reality as concrete as tilt. visual P1(4)PriPtICP. It isrio wonder
that preschoolers are either amused-or indigifant wrtlen vtracairtherrrtry
wrong name. If you only look, you can see that I am Lirry. Realism is one f
the hallmarks of the later preoperational child. It effects his entire frame f

(
reference, ,including his moral judgement and his view of rules of the game.

As long as experience is so real, then everyone must share the same
experience. Realism and egocentrism 'are very closely related. The child assumes
(and why not?) that what he knoWs, everyone knows. He neei:ls do little more
than think, and the rest of the world has the same experience of thought he has
had. Robert Krauss once observed two children attempting ti3 build identical
block towers without seeing one anqther. One child selected a block and said,
"And now put on this one." The second child (without seeing the first, or which
block he was holding) looked around for a minute, picking up a block and
inquired, 'This one?" The response %Ras a very certain, "Yes". Each child was
very certain what "This one meant, neither was capable of realizingTihat the

,other did not. Byarthe way, I am told that this egocentric assumption in
communicatiop is ar limited to children.

The preoperational child weighs the reality of the immediite situation much
more heavily than does the older child. Piaget explains this behavior as a
dominate of perceptual judgement over conceptual judgement. When two equal
sized glasses with equalt amounts of water are poured into unequal sized glasses,
the preoperational child :rnaIces a non-conservative judgement and says that the
amount of water is now unequal. The older child admits that one looks like
more water than the other because it is taller, but thepouring of water does not

-change the iemouot of liquid. The 844 to separate "looks like" from "is",
requiresAt only a pody of concepts to temper judgements, but also an ability1
to decenter from ijninediate experience. Again, a move away from rigid realism
tptiard a more// ,

flexible subjectivism is characteristic of growth beyond the
preoperationayevelr

you wily the importance.of the term " perational" in Piaget's outline:
preoperational, concrete operational, and for al_oerational.; This is not
opeytional in terms of "working". Bather it elers, -to the .means of
performance, the operation. Operations are ip yr alized .generat actions, not
specific to any particular external behavior ratiohs are,concepts of action.
For example, the ability to (pie, r s e is along sorn' continuurn islan

) 11



operation that can refer to, size, color, brightness, weight, time, or any
continuum that can be ordered. It is non-specific to a particular task. Again,
note that we are moving further from, the concrete, further from there' cific, as
the child develops opera/ions.

The preoperational child has operations. BUT they are neither sistent nor.
reliable The first substage (Preconceptual, 2-4 years) is one in vijolt the child

forms collections of specifics. CollectiiirnT eiiF)t-i-oly defined oP'erations, or
concepts These collections are specific because generalization abilities are quite
limited, and when generalization exists, it ders on thtrcleasyncratrc.The
preconceptual_substage builds the necessa intimalization_of -schetpautz_that=
the ild may apply these to developme <if more operatio-rfat systems during
the second substage. ,

/
The Irquitive' period 14-7) is a time los aPPrattimating_adultiitinkito____

-has- a- great -conftdence-In -the- v diTdicalify of -fils
operations. Flowever, these operations are primarily intuitive, arising out of his
ideosyncratic manipulation of his view of the world. Operations clearly exist,
but Their application is inconsistent and their content is not yet social, A logical
imperative forces the child from intuitions to mature operations. We do not
allow thought to be private, since communication requires the following.pf 4

certain nvenhons of thought. The boy did no,!fall off his bicycle ,because he
broke his arm, The relationship is the other way around. SinCe we will accept
illogical communication or judgement, the child has no choice but to develop a
complex set of logical operations which serve to organize his egocentric, intuitive
preoperations into more mature operations. ,

Concrete Operational Period I
The concrete operational child has generalizable operations, has a more

consistent logic system, can temper perceptual judgement with conceptual
judgement, and is less realistic and less egocentric. While the preoperational child
orders various sized sticks by physically comparing each pair of 'lucks, the
concrete .operational child surveys the entire array and then arranges them
without trial.and error Logical actions are now successfully internalized mental
actions.

Though the immediacy of perception no longer dominates judgement, an
inability to go beyond what has already been experienced limits the range of
judgement. This limitation is typlified in the difficulty of generating an
exhaustive list. If the alternatives are all present, Or have been innumerated, then
selection of the best alternative on'' the basis of some consistent criterion is
possible, HoWever, if the alternatives are yet to be,specified, the generation of
choices is often haphazard and sometimes even, obvious alternatives are
Overlooked.

Forma/ Operations Periods, (7 years or morel 3

The ultimate liberation from reality begins during adolescence. Thought
becomes formal to the extent that a generalized operation (form) can extend
what' isknown to what could be. Just as one can extend an existing cement wall
by bbildThg a form based upon it (and 'by ,filling the for% with more cement),
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one can extend concrete operations by specifying a form to go beyond One is

no longer limited to .what is. The concept of a perfect pent, or a perfect
educational system, or a perfect world is made possible by extending the existing

id form of each beyond thf faults of each./(§adly, it is a while befOre the
adolescent separates the format4xissible from the likely attainable).

OVERVIEW. PRINCIPLES FdR CONSIDERATION, DIRECTION FOR MORE
THQUGHT,fND A COUPLE GUARDED WARNINGS.

After what has been, by nefetsity, a very cursory outline of Piaget;s stages of

development, an straction of some of lie principles particidarty relevant to
, the theme of this cpp nference is`ppropriar. '

The Geia6 and the World: An Interaction

Igtelligent ada non arises out of neither a genetic -code nor an imposing
environment. Fiat er, it appears to result from a very particular kind of active
interaction betty In- the organism and the world. If our goal is to provide
letknini expenenctes, we must be aware Vie manner in which adaptation
occuri, the role o Feedback, and the requirements Tor active partidipaticiii
should hasten to point oisrthat some intervention prwajp conpeivably can be
founded in pr res that do not reflect this, natural developmental pattem.,In

. fact, the are pr bly instahces when sine a departure is highly desirable

However, recpirution of a departure as stick-and consideration of what spurious
effects that departure may have upon the child, would seem to be a judicious

precauton.
' .

gatiration: Making the Whole Thing Go
Equilibrations is the central 'motivational construct in. Paget's the9IY.

Adaptation (Assimilation and Accommodation) occurs in order to resolve an
incongruity, (imbalance). Here we have the active meeting of mind and world, in
that incongruity emits onlywithin the individual. What is challenging for some,
is boredom for others. Motifation for Piaget is not echaracteristic of the
environment, it is totally dependent upon, wbat the thinker does with the
environment. It has been amply dempne.rited' (Turiel, 1969) that successful
development calls for enyironmental problems to be just slightly ahucl of the
learner. If a problem js too far, beyond the learner's level of development, no
incongthity arises and no growtfcestitts,

In short, education should be a process of intellectual seductiOZ)Ne should

take small enough steps so th

is logical, reasonable, and
Intellectual rape, because we
the student by small step1t

the learner feels each movemerit toward the goal
ral. Alas, I feel all too often we are guilty cif
w what this goal is and lack the patience to lead
that goal.4.

If we draw upon the qe yilibration process as a inotivation tail, we will rely
yricre heavily upon intfinsic rewards than upon extrinsic rewords. ma, of course,

is a 'major educational tenet of Bruner (1961)and other students of infoimation

proCafailg.
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Qrclinaliti: An Index of Maturity, But.. .

One must be very carefOl not lc assupe that once individual passes
throUgh ow..14-1e ok'cleveloprgentSat he rlever engages in less mature behavior
agailiNaturit/ is relative, and everyone demonstrates pockets of immaturity.
When we approach a drastically nevi situation, we are,likely to attempt to obtain
a Concrete grasp, of the variables ibefore we fully understand their formal
abstralnions. we even have some residual immaturity. Once .10 passed 6-8,years
of age, we realized that the sun did not follow us and that we could not control
inanimate objects without physicilly touching them. Yetrwitch the body
English employe4by most bowlers after the ball has been released and,the whole
issue of causatiork is open to question.

Also, since prdinality is built upon a system,of prerequisites, some_skills" can
tai'e relatively isolated from other aspects of development. $21/4 child could progress
through all stages in -the cognitive domain 'with a minimum awareness .of
sophisticated aspects of y, space, and physical movement. It is dangerous to
equate age, or ar,n !intelligence, with physical skill, for we may expect far too
'Much (or too little) of otherwise talented children. Each child must be accepted
and-hare ed according to -where he is in development of the particular skill in-

question..

Consolidation and Play: Putting it all Together
.There is a practical limit to how quickly one can move from one stage of/

development to the next. This is due, in-part, to the fact that it takes time
skills fo betome "fixed" or - consolidated. Bruner (1973) uses th term
"modularization" to describe this.process. The original form of a skill 'has a lot
of wasted anJ unnecessary oorrfponents. The modularized form of the same skill
is streamlinee and ifficient. The mobility (ability tiabe incotpciratedinto other
skirts), of an unmodularized action is very - limited. Lik4rtse, the ability to
perform the unrnodularized act under pressure is low. A highly modularized skill
which is familiar to most adults is driving an automobile. If you remember your
beginning day as a driver, you will recall the concentration it required and how
'quickly new fotind skills unravelled during a crisis.

Modularization develops best under conditions that are much like play. It
thrives on a relaxed atmosphere where the meaps to a goal can become more
important than the goal itself. Piaget calls this "practice play" and it is an
essential characteriitic of early development. --

As sadal play begins to dominate the late' preoperational child's play time,
thbre is a shift in empliisisaway.from pure practice play. However, the function ,
of prictice play itimolfularization is too important for it to disappear entirely.
Social play may well serve rilany useful social functions, butsome forms of skill
development. maybe more suitable to iess demanding solitary play (at least until
some of the basics are mastered). -

Piaget's Clinical Method: Maybe the How will Help
Piaget's Clinical Method is an interaction, technique that has as its goal the

disCovery of the child's level of knowledge about a specific task or concept. It 5
not open ended, in the sense that a particular concrete stimulus or situation

8
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serves to define the scope of inquiry. It is open ended, in the sense that the
questions asked and the direction of inquiry are determined by the observer's
a.....essment of what the child is trying to derrsonitrate. Three features of the
technique seem particularly worth mentioning here. 1. the goal is to discover the
indiGidual child, 2. once the observer decides where the child is, he inert
&mutates a question or exper'iment that will validate his decision, and 3. errors,
are viewed as Information that is equally welcome as correct responses,

Primacy of the Concrete: Do you mean Physical?
It has been noted several times throughout this paper that there is

consistent development from the concrete-specific toward a more abstr
subjective experience. A basic characteristic of the hierarchy is a n- for
concrete in action before one can move on to the abstract. patural

temptaticx. I to the conclusion that remediation should' in with
concrete, and the concrete could very well mean begin with ph -cal

interaction. .

However, if you look at the purpose in moving to theoncrete,ypu find that
the aspiration -is only to find a base where assimilabon is.possib _ The retreat is

to the known, and "concrete" takes on the meaning of "al y experienced and
adapted to". It follows that we should be very careful T TO EQUATE the
concrete with the physical. Again, each task needs specific sit with each
child. For some, the interchangeability -of concrete and physical be valid.
For others, an internal representation or operation may provide the necesitry
basis for assimilation.
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PIAGET'S TW OF MEMORY DEV OPMENT:
IMPLICATIO S FOR MOTOR SKIL EARNING

Leoard D. Zaichkowsky
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operational level of She individual, then o,;e6 would predict an improvement in

memory. Three experiments which lend support to Piaget's hypothesis wilt now

be presented as wit( one experiment Which demonstrates a decrement in memory

performance wit time.

4

PIAGET'S E*PER IMEN,TS DEALING WITH MEMORY

Children were-presented with a slide of 1 sticks varying in size from 9 to 15

cm. (seei_F"ure le) and ordered from smallest to largest. The child was told to

look 4t the-sticks since he would be asefted to draw them the next day After
retention/intervals of one day, one week and six months the child was asked to
draw. what he had seen. The results showed the childs response to be a function/
of his development. Piaget identified a first level which he called level A (34
years)._The child remembered the sticks in the series but forgot they/were

unequal and hence the drawings were all about the same size {see Figuie la). At

Piaget's second qr B level (4,5 years), the child knew there were small sticks and
large sucks but failed to recognize a serial configuration (see )gure lb.) At level

C the, child drew three sizes of sticks, small, medium, and large (see Figure 1c).

Children began making a series of four elements t about 5 or 6 years which
Piaget labeled level 0 (see Figure 1c1), howev9r they did not remember the
complete configuration. Finally at age 6-7 yes the original configuration was
recalled (see Figure le).

441i

11111
Figure la

[
=figure 1d e le

The esults,are interesting in that e chi d,did not remember what wys shown

him, but rather how, he interpreted the model. When tested six months later it
was striking ,that 74% of the chiidren experienced better memory 'than their

immediate megiory. The remainder of the subject's experienc0 the same
memory. No s6bjects demonstrated a decrement in memory The improvement

in memo not display by large leaps between different levels, rather there

was.grad improvement, om one level to the next. Piaget's "improvement"

/ findings roximate thir phenomena of "reminiscence", popilarized by Ballard

(1913)/ which occiirs/ in motor learning and verbal learning. The theoretical

expl amps however differ. The incomplete theories of reminiscence inclu

me ry consolidation through recall, mental rehearsal, motivation,
rverence of ,neural 'activity. Piaget agrees that Aallard's "remini se.,

esembles his experimental improvements in memory, however he conci es that

remmiscenceds strictly quantitative in nature, whereas his4eriation e iments

demonstrate a progress in the schema itself.
Piageit explains -his results by stating that the memory e is not a

representation of the original model, but rather icts in a sy is manner so as

to reflect the subjects.assimilation "sctiemeei which pe ins to the way the

sriOdel was urider,sjood and pot copied. The operation me of assimilation

11
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evolves as the child experiences different movements, objects, etc. in his
everyday life. The memory after six months is then a decoding of a codewhich
has changed through experience, and is not what it was at the time of encqding.

"'According to Piaget, this experiment clearly demonstrated that memory is a
fun on of intelligent reconstruction and not simply a passive recording.

Piaget-replicated his first experiment with a more difficult model. The series
was M-shaped (consisting of 11 elements) with big sticks at each end and smaller
ones in the middle (see Figure 2). Memory was tested after one week and'after
10 weeks. Although the results were less convincing, 38% of the subjects
progressed from on'ilevel to the next. Again progress was gradual rather than
sudden.,"

1 I I
Figure 2

Piaget repo'fts another memory-experimeritWhich dealt with the retention of
horizontal levels. EarlyPiaget experiments have demonstrated that children need
to be 9 or 10 years old before they can predict the horizontal level of water in a
half...full jar of water regardless of the angle. The reported experiment had
children recall a half full bottle of water at 45° using retention intervals of one
hour, one week, and six months. In the first two retention intervals memory
appeared to represent the way `the subjects assimilated the model. After six
months there was improvement in about 30% of the class. The highest ineasel
were among the _children aged 7 to 9 years which is noteworthy Since they ar
approaching the operation') level neCessaryJor this task.

IThe above three experiments thus demonstrate improvement in a child's
memory over time, improvement which Piaget beiieves is due to change in the
memory code brougt about by the child interacting with the environment,

In another ingenious experiment Piaget demonstrated that changes in the
memory code due to operational progress does not necessarily lead to better
..

recall six mo'nths later. A decrement in memd'ry performance occurs when a
subject is /presented with a model which produces a conflict between two or
more differept operational "schemes". .

This' was aptly exemplified in an experiment which had eight matches
presented to children as shown in Figure 3a. " I

;::i\ATNAITA/-
Figure 3a ,Figure 3b Figure 3c

Figure 3a results in a conflict for young children since there is numerical
equivalence, however the lengths are different. Young children believe that if the
two,lines of matches are the same length, they should have -the same terminal
points.

18
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Reproductions appear as Figure 3b for young children. In this case they
added more matches to conserve length. Older children conserved the same

A
number by making each match longer as in Figure 3c. Only advanced subjects
remembered the original configuration. It is the conflict then, between number

and length, which result in memory decrement.

THE THREE MEMO Y TYPES

Piaget uses hts r earth to demonstrate the developmental difference between

three types of memory, which he calls recognition, reconstruction and

evocation. T three memory types represent the same distinctions made by

Adams (1967 with the exception that Adams refers to evocation as recall.
Recognition 6-41 rely on perception and sensorimotor "schemes" above, white
evocation r uires mental imagery or language. As a result Piaget maintains that

Itldren not have evocative memory until 1% or 2 years, whereas recognition
mory/ is present as early as the first few months of life. Recognition memory

can be observed in lower animals, but evocation is specific to the higher primates

or m n. . .
saget then alludes to reconstruction memory which is inteimedlitebetween

resognition and evocation. In this case the subject matter must arrange the
elem is of the original configuration which resembles imitation_ In all

/expert ntal situations memory by reconstruction was better than evocation.

PIAGET'S cONCLUSIONS ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEMORY
AND INT `LIGENCE

Pi concludes that memory consists of two components.

1. figurative component - which is perceptual in the case of recognition,

imit ye in the case of reconstruction, and mental imagery in the case of

evo tioh.
. Operational component which consists of the intellectual schemata on

vyiich memory is built.
/ A schema is the generalization of a frequently presented action. When an

/ action produces a certain result it can be generalized to other situations. This
:Piaget also refers to as "memory in a broad sense" as opposed to the figurative

component which he terms "memory in a strict sense". The results of Piaget's
experiments have led him to believe that every memory is a figurative symbol
which interacts with the schemata or intelligence which is present at that
-particular developmental stage of the 'Id.

IMPLICATIONS OF PIAGETIA HEORY FOR MOTOR SKILL

LEARNING

The writer proposes to presenfltwo.research illustrations which lend support
to Piaget's memory theory. The first example is in response to Piaget's
pedagogical questions raised in the introliuction of this paper, namely should
education concern itself with teaching children howto memorize or should
education concern itself with developing creative minds? Piaget himself confesses
that he is not an educator however feels his findings have application to teaching
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methodology. He feels children should be abl to do their own experimenting.
The role of the teackr is simply to guid so that the child understands.
Discovery, Piaget feels, allows the child to retain the iniOnnation for the rest of
his life. In a recent study at Boston Univerlity, Mancini (1974) demonstrated
that the discovery method applied to motor skill learning was superior to a
Leacher' directed approach both in terms of attitude and social interaction of
children. Although the study did not look lit memory, it does lend support to
Piaget's views on "discovery learning". '1

'A study conducted by Zaichkow y ;11,1974) on memory development
demonstrated support and application of et's theory of memory develop-t
ment Piaget concludes that memory i tera with the developmental stage of -,
intelligence in the performance of a ve bal or motor task. Older children,
through experience in the environmen e a larger storehouse of information
to draw from in performing a task. The aichkowsky study showed that five
year old children experienced trouble in performing a serial motor task which
taxed the memory abilities of the chit Whn the serial task was kept simple the
five year children performed nearly well as nine year old children. This
suggests that teachers should resort t -keeping sequential motor tasks simple,
since in Piagetian terms the schemata has not been fully developed.

Undoubtedly there are many Other practical eiSplications of Piagetian
memory, theory to the motor domain which could be mentioned. However,
suffice it to say that Piagetian theory in general has had a tremendous impact on
education, and is now a fundamental part of contemporary child psychology.

FOOTNOTES

Piaget distinguishes between "sehemi" and "scheme" in that the former refers to an
iconic representation. wherees the latter implies no figural connotation.
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PIAGETIAN THEORY AND ITS IMPLICATION TO
TEACHING STYLES, TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES

Rudy Mueller

INTRODUCTION

An examination of Piaget's works led me to translate his contributions into,
behavioral. proposals for teachers. In a previous paper (Mueller 1974, b), the
teaching behaviors were identified and evidence offered to support the proposal.
Subsequently, a second raper (Mueller 1974, a), interpreted these proposals into
fifteen SpeCific-teaching behaviors organized into a checklist. The use of this..
checklist makes it possible for one to determine the behavioral congruency of a
teacher's planning or execution with Piagetian ideas. A teacher's plan of action
could have a range of 0% to 100% in the "Planned Behavioral Congruency
Profile". A teacher could also determine how congruent the at.tual implementa--
tion was with the fifteen Piagetian behaviors this is the "Realized Behavioral
Congruency Profile" and its range is also from 0% to 100%. Both of these

.profilesftelp a .teacher to plan, execute, evaluate, and change their involvement
in the teaching/learning transaction.

It is also important to examine the various teaching styjes (methods),
techniques and strategies which have been offered and will be proposed to
teachers as a way of conducting an educational process. If it can be determjned
how congruent the intrinsic arrangement is to Piagetian thbught, then teachers
can make decisions about its use, modification, or elimination. In order to make
this decision the teacher would need answers concerning the "Structural
Congruency" of the style,. technique or strategy. The following are some
illustrations of, that analytical operation based on the Teaching Behavior
Checklist presented in Figyre 1.

FIGURE 1
A BEHAVIORAL CHECKLIST TO DEtERMINE

A RIAGETIAN TEACHERS CONGRUENCY PRORLE''

YES NO

1. Organizes learning environments which contain numerou
materials, activities which are appropriate for interests,
various ability levels, and accommodatesg er individual
differences:

Comments:

2. Maintains environments so that the numerou
materials and activities are highly visable and readily
available. ,

toinments:

ti
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3. Formulates a vague plan of action which indicates what
the expectation's are. One which is flexible and responsive
to the learners. '

Comments:

YES NO

4. Groups children heterogeneously.
Comments: ,

5. Allows children to decide about their involvement with
tkelearning environment.

Co mmeritsi_ .

?

.,.

6. Allows and values free-Apteraction by students in a

cooperative rather than competitive climate (where they-..,
. help each other learn). ,.

Comments:

7. Relinquishes authoritarian control to students, promoting
self direction and group processes.

Comments: ..

8. lndtices and valuer student thinking - including original
thoughts.

Comments:

.

9. Selects learning arrangements wheire learners Can

manipulate, discover, inquire, verify, invent, create, and
refine.

.

Comments:

.

10. Uses 'active methods" to increase the frequenqy rate of
experience (practice) so that the specific instance becomes
stamped in (engendered, internalized). .

Comments; ,
..

.

is
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11 Accepts errors or inappropriate responses by learners

while learning 'ksees them 'as indicators of development or
a transitional situation which will change with more data.

Comments:
.

YES

.

NO

alues selfevaluation by the learner./ rnents:

.

, .

13. Asks questions which help learners focus on the evaluation
process to cause the process of refinement or verifying

Or

Designs situations which help learners to gain additional
insights so they can be used to reevaluate or refine the
instance or response. .

Comments: , . .
.

,

I

.

.

. .

14. Behaves in a supportive/facilitating marinernever deliber-
ately uses "put down" situations where the child's self
worth is recttced or placed in high jeopardy.

. ,

Comments: , . .

,.

15. Did not use tests, exams or situations,which value blind
. conformity or memorization of existing knowledge.

Comments: i

THE 3PECTRbM,OFTEACHING STYLES

The Spectrum caching Styles (Mosston, 1972) Is a construct of
alternative teaching arrange Is based on the relationship of decision making
between the learner(s) and he 'teacher. Muska Mosstpn (1972) offers seven
distinctively different tekhingstyre,...tach with its intrinsic strengths and

This realization prompted 'the 'itIthpr ,to indicate that each teacher
ihould develop competency in each style in Brdersta demonstrate 4"mobility
ability long the spectrum of teething styles. Let'satt imine if that still would
apply fora etian Teacher.
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Command S le
The first style to analyze using "The Behavioral Checklist of Piagetian

Teacher" is the command style of teaching. In this style, the teacher makes all
the. decisions all the time and the learner is expected to folloW or adhere to the
decisions of the teacher. In the classroom, the learner would be a passive receiver
of information, In activity classes, he/she would perform robot/military
movements, doing the same thing in the same way at the same time. The learner
would have a high degree of dependency on the teacher and the learner's
behaviors that would be valued would be those that conformed to the
expetztations of the teacher.

An analysis of the checklist, yields this information.
(1 - No, 2 - No, 3 - No, a - Instance specific, 5 No, 6 - No, 7, No, 8
- .Instance specific but nottotally.9 - Instance specific but not all,
10 - Instance specific, 11 - Instance specific, 12 No, 13 - No, 14 -

`Instance specific, but more likely No in,pert,15 - No).
Therefore, the "Structural Congruency for Command is No - 9, and Instance
Specific - 6, (that's where the teacher would have to do it before its congruency
could be determined). Note that inihe command style there is no unqualified -
Yes: So the co,mmand style is 0% structurally congruent, 40% "Implementation
Dependent's-and 60% structurally19,pongruent. It seems to present one with an
abundance of evidence that the Command Style would not be used by a.
Piagetian teacher.

Task Style
1

This style provides for somkdecisions to be made by the learner which *re
related to the physical difference of learnel's. The decisions the learner makes
are: when to start, when to stop, where to work (geogrphy not subject matter)
and the pace of doing the task. Let's compare this style to the checklist to
ascertain its congruency profile:

(1 - Instance specific (partially Yes), "2 - -Instance specific, 3
-Instance specific (partially Yes), 4 Instance specific, 5 - No, 6 - No,
7 Partially Yes, 8 -.Instance specific, 9 - Partially Yes, 10 - Pa O,/ .
Yes, 11 - Instance specific, 12 - No, 13 -.No, 14 - Instance spfecific,
15 - Instance-specific.

The style congruency profile is Yes - 0, Partially Yes 5, Instance specific - 8, No
4. The style has 0% Structural Congruency, 85 1/3%, Implementation

Dependent and only 26 2/3% Incongruent Structurally which indicates that this
.style is closer to what might be used.1:41,Piagetian teacher.
0

If thetaacher,ivere to make the folloAhg modifications to the task style of
Reaching, it would have,atlifferentprofile: --
1. Use the multiple tasks - multiple 'stations format in different content areas

based on student needs,,interests,'differences and reactions.
2. Allow children to choose the Task b'ased on their perceptions of their needs,

interests, etc.

3. Put no Festrictions on interaction with classmates, other than those that are
concerned With the specific task. .,

4. During the evaluation/feedback students could ask questions to encourage

_a



,seli-evaluation or which would stimulate verifying or refining operations
5 Eliminate use of all techniques which put high value on conformity,

memorization and dependency on others.
The modified Task profile would then.read like this:

(1 - Yes, 2 - Yes, 3 - Instance specific, 5 Yes, 6 - Partially
Yes, 7 - Partially Yes, 8 Instance specific\ 9 - Partially Yes, 1*(es,
11 - Yes, 12 - Yes, 13'- Yes, 14 Instance specific, 15

t3
Instanclt

specific.
The profile of this modified task style would be Yes 8, partially yes 3:Instance
specific 4, and No's o (Structural Congruency of 55 1/3% and 0% Structural
Incongruency) which means modified task is even closer to Piagetian thought
than is the Task style offered by Mosston.

Reciprocal Style
This style is, an arrangement which stresses the social interaction of students

where they help each other learn in a cooperative manner. This interaction is the
estenceof the style. The congruency profile.would read like this:

(1- Instance specific, 2 - Instance specific, 3 - Partially Yes, 4 - Yes,
5 No, 6 - Yes, 7 - Partially Yes, .9 Partially.' Yes, 9 - Partially Yes,

10 - Partially Yes, 11 - Instance specific, 12 No, 13 - Partially Yes,
14 - Instance specific, 15 - Instance specific).

So, this total profile reads4ps 2, Partially Yes - 6, Instance specific - 5, and
only 2 No's, Again one can detect slight movement toward more structural
congruency or potential congruency with some modifications.

Inilividual Program - Teacher Design
This style offers the learner learning tasks. These tasks are presented in

different levels of complexity. The "degree of difficulty" of the task is

determined by,the manipulationof some internally relajed factors. For example,
if the task was "addition" one level would be adding two single digit ,numbers,
next would be 3 single digit numbers and so on until it would be two digit
numbers. .fractions, mixed numbers, etc. This level. determination can be
distinguished in almost & subject matter areas.

The style itself encourages a pre-contact_ evaluation, the learner might ask,
"Where amt when it comes to addition?" Once the learner makes -the selection
he orates independent of the teacher even to the point of self evaluation. So
the Congruency profile of Individual Program Teacher Design (I.P.T.O.) would

reed like:
(1 Yei,.2 - Ues, - Yes, 4 =Partially Yes, 5 Yes, 6 - Partially Yes, 7
- Partially Yes, 8 - Partially Yes, 9 Partihy Yes, 10 Yes, 11

Instance specific, 12 - Yes, 13 Yes, 14 Instance specific, 15
Instance specific).

. .

The ,total profile is Yes 7,, Partially Yes 5 Ihstance Specific - 3, No ; 0.
Therefore I.P T.D. has a Structural Congruency of 46 2/3%, an Implementation
Dependency of 20% and a modification Potential of 33 1/3%. For the first time,
a style has a 66 2/3% 100% potential to be fully congruent with Piagetian
education.

2
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uided Discovery
This styt offers the 'etude t a series of dues, questions, and stimuli which

create a small cognitive dissonance which motivates the learner to inquire and
results in a discovery. Each learner response leads to the next clue, question,
stimulus and this process continues until the learner discovers the pre-deter-
mined goat of the teacher (convergent thinking). Many seethis style, as

iresembling the Socratic method and in some respectt it s very similar.
The congruen profile reads like this

(1 Partial y Yes, 2 - Partially Yet, 3 Partially 4 - Instance
specific, 5 - artially Yes, 6 Partially Yes, 7 Partially Yes, 8 No, 9 /

Partially Yes, 10 - Partially Yes, 11 - No, 12 Yes, 13 - No, 14
Inspedfic, 15 - Instance specific)

The total profile reads: Yes 1, Partially Yes - 8, Instance specific 3, No 3,
Structural Congruency 6 2/3% and Structural Incongruency -20 %.

For the first time in the spectrum, we seemed to move further from the
Piagetian thought. The fact is that the profile reflects a preScribed involvement'
by the teacher, one where the teacher emits the stimulus, waits for someone in
the class to respond and verifies the answer.'it doesn't have to be conducted in'
that manner because one could use a different media and different forms of

' communication With the changes in the coma' unication and the use of som
retrievable system to verify responses and the option of the learner to w rk
alone or with someone there would be a signifi@ant change in the Congruency
Profile. In fact, the Modified Guided Discovery Style would have.Yes 8,
Partially Yes 1, Instance specif id 3, No - 3, Structural Congruency 55 1/3%

',land a 20 % Structural Incongruei\cy moving Guided Discovery closer to Piagetian
thdught.

et

0, Problem Solving
This style prrsents the learner with a problem which causes learner

dissonance. This motivates the child to explore, inquire, investigate, until he/she
produces a response or many responses (divergent thinking). The responses can
be verified by ascertaining if they solve the problem, within the prescribed.:
parameters of-the problematic situation. If it does, it is a valid answer and all
answers which solve the problem are valued regardless of their simplicity or
complexity.

The Congruent/ Profile looks like this:
(1 - Yes, 2 Yes, 3 Yes, 4 InstLnce-specific, -11Yes, 6 - Partially
Yes, 7 - Partically Yes, 810Yes, 9 Yes, 10 - Yes, 11 Partially Yes,
12 - Yes, 13 Yes, 14 - Instance specific, 15 - Instant* specific)

The total profile: Yes 9, Partially Yes - 3, Instance specific - 3, and No - 0,
Structural Congruency 60%, InfP`leinentation Dependericy 20% and- 0% Struc-
tural Incongrpency. Problem solving has a potential of I30 %6- 100% congruency
in practice.

Individual Prqgrarn Learner -Design
This style provides the learner with the,opporfuriiti to'llesign his/heentire

learning involvement based on a teachef determined fPcus. The focus may..be

,
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very generial like Math, Language, War/Peace, Games'or more specific such as
addition, 10th Century Wars in the .United States, nouns which change their
spelling,when they become plural The learner would identify his/her goals and
design a plan of action to accomplish the goals. The student would,make
decisions about what craerta one used to determine if their goals are attained.
They would also decide who shall sit in judgment of the quality .of their
progam. Let's see where this style fits in regard to Piagetian thbught:

1. . (1 Yes, 2 - Yes, 3 - Yes, 4 Instance spepific; 5 Yes, 6 Yes, 7)-
---Yes, 8 - Yes, 9 f Yes, 10 Inslance specific, i 1 Yes,12 - Yes, 13 -

Yes, 14 Instance specific,-15 -Yes)
Total: Yes 12; Partially Yes - 0,. Instance specific 3, No 0, Structural
Cong-uency 80%, Implernentation Dependency 20% and-no Structural
Incongruency. Th core, this style seems to be the ,most cogruent With
Piaoetian thought Mick the educlaing process. , -

Befortlicalyzing other techniques, a word of explanation about the.anglysis
may be necessary at this point. In analyzing a specific technique in order to
determine the precentage of Structural Cong-uency, one takes the number of ,
Yeses and divides by the-number' 15 (15 iterprki.e. 12 Yen's',. 12 div*Aied try 152
or, 80%. Or, one can obtain the percentage of Structural Incongruency. by
dividing the number of No's hy 1E (14 no's divided by .15 =93 1/3% Strudural
lncongruency). One could also find the percentage of instance specific
(Implementation Dependency) which is the tesult or the teachers idiosyncratic,
make up or in the organization, the institutional goats or the
structure of the subj matter."The factor is not determined or controlled by
the iritrinsic structure of the styles, technique or strategy. Therefore, if we had a
satiation where 5 items are instance specific (5 divided, by 15 =3$3 1/3%), It
would be 33 1,7% Implementation Dependency. In other yvords,,itsopen and
the actual impleinentation can make it 33 1/3% More, congruent or up to 33
1,'3% less unguent. The Implementation- Dependent factor plus the Structurat
Congruency factor would give &percentage range of it potential congruency ,

OTHER EDUCATIONAL TECHNIOUES.AN.FACYZED

There are other educational techru4, ues and methods.advocated fotuse by
teachers and they too can be analyzed fdr their structural congruency.

, .

',.'1 ' ' ": 'l. . ..

Cbirri-ac:t(rig , -: u. ,:.

A strategy used by soh* teacheii to ensure ,..a dear Understanding of
expectation and resonsibility is a technique known as contracting. It is a learning
agreement between the teacher and the learder. Since contracting can have many .

different arrarwrnents the structu cad would be.4yes 0, Partially.,Xes_A____-the
specific 1.5, No 0, nte;Prets fnto the rtializatiddtAat contracting

could be 100% congruent 0..1 fricOngrifent. Contracting is no neceparily4
structyally Piagitarnbut how, it is 12.,mPHish.,....en teti is.likhat Mars the eliffeftiiee.

A Tiyoup compAsed people whIeitianl time togetheiin ao tristryeti4al
setting' face to face and whir e, individuals part sicipate (earners, members hgkk.

*r.



'
' in their quest for understanding. The data for learning comes from

experience(s) of the group. The process centers on the
experience -behaviors. feelings, perceptions, and reactions of the group members

4 while they a together. There is a group leader who takes an "actively passive"
role facilitating roups development and process. The-participants are given a
vague task, of const ing a group which will serve the growth of all the
members. it

Essentially, a kind of social vacuum is produced. Leadership, agenda,
expectations, usually prescribed by some authority are blurred or missing.

As the group members endeavor to fill the void, their behavioral output
mounts and supplies the group with information. Participants function as
observer-participant, as diagnostician-actor, as planner-educitor-evaluator, and
theorist-practicioner, as expressor of feeling and -critic of expression, and as
helper-Client (Joyce, 1972).

The "Laboratory Method" congruency profile read:
(1 - Yes, 2 - Yes, 3 - Yes, 4 - Yes, 5 , Yes, 6 - tes, 7 -Yes, 8 - Yes, 9 -
Yes, 10 - Instance specific, 11 - Instance specific, 12 - Yes, 13 -
Instance specific, 14 - Instance specific, 157 No.) _

Tag:" -Yz---.s Yes-ti, instance specific - 4, No - 1 or 66 2/3%
Structural Congruent and only 6 2/3% Structural Incongruent and 26 2/3%
Implementation Dependent. Therefore this technique has a range of 66 2/3% =
93 1/3%-polential Congruency.

Taba's Inductive Teaching Model
Taba (in ;Joyce. 1972)-idefitified a set of cognitive tasks or thinking tasks and

ihen'dgteloped sets!-Of teaching moves called teaching strategies which would
induce these _tasks. Taba ha's identified three major teaching strategies: 1)
Concept 'formation 2)'lnterpretation of d }- Application of principle grid
three ptiat's in each teaching wredegst.-.

- .

T4tgi.&$ thlougrivetiAcHINt MODEL

:STRATEGY ONE - CONCEPT FORMATION

Phase one ;P)sase Two Phase Three,
Enumeratioh andLi;titii Labeling Categories

7

STRATEGY TWO - INTERPRETATION pF DATA

Pliase Four,

identify/m:71/(7r iriribns.
2r7b1 relationship,:

.Phase Five Phase Six

Explaining dimensions Inferences
and relationships.

If.'

.

:
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STRATEGY THREE -APPLICATIO

Phase Seven _--Phi Eight
RINCIPLES

Phase Nine

Hypothesiiing jfiredijiing Explaining and r Verifying the
consequences supporting th predicting

predictions a d
hypothesis

"In the case of alltdree -strategies, the atmospflere'of the classroom
is cooperative, with h-a good deal of pil activity, but the teacher.*
generally to the initiator of hales, and thus is the major
conr Of_information. The uence of the activities is deter:
mined/in advance, so the tea r is in a controlling, if coo
pdiOlon" (Joyce, 1972).

Withthis explanation of Taba' Inductive Teaching Mode , let's e
Structural Congruency.

(1 trtstance specific, 2 Instance specific, 3 tally Yes, 4 -
Instancespecific,5 - Pa Tally Yes, 6 - Yes, ertiallyyes, 8 - Yes,
9 - Yes, 10 Instan. specific, 11 nce specific, 12 Instance
specific, 13 Instan sped 4 Instance specific, 15 - Instance
specific)

Total: Yes 3, P

Thi ile with
Specific means
Potentially, with
behaviors-and e

Potential congr ncy

the teacher.

es - 3, Instance specific 9, No - 0.
0% Congruency, a 0% Incongruency and a 60% Instance

model. has a high "Implementation Dependency".
e Structural Congruency, the appropriate implementation
structural/organizational modifications, this model has a
possibility of 80% 100% but it's primarily dependent on

ne its

Dramatic Play Experience
In dra atic play, role playing is used as a vehicle to portray a situation for

study a analysis. Little emphasis is placed, on the roles played,. but on
reactio to the situation thus created. _Rote refusal is rtappropriate:
em is in dramatic play is how one would act in an actual situation. The puP),I
neve plays his real life role. Through the spontaneous situation which is,created,
the pup is able to analyze and critically evaluate reactions.

his teaching strategy is basically a group oriented apprdactt coparned with
lings and reactions as individuals interact with one ano r Two conditions

re necessary for implementation (1) the 'tuati Dramatized must 6e
representative of the problem felt by theme' rs- 3 the class and (2) most of
the group must want to feel the n .explginrfig the situation. In that way,-
the process would resemble a problem solvin roach to a group concern.

In examining the Structural Congru Profil ;.
(1 - N9,2 - No, 3 - Yes, 4 stance specific, 5 Yes-, 6; Yes, 7 -
Partially Yes, 8 Yes, Yes, 10 Instance specifi Instance
soeOfic, 12 - Yes, - Yes, 14 - Instance specific, 1 -Partially Yes)

with a 42213% Structural Congruency and a 13 1i3% IncongrUency Leaving a

z
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44% Implementation Depiendency. When using this techniqu'e, one must be very
conscious of their behavior or it will fall below the 50% congruency range.

,/ SUMMAR

Anyone who wish to ascertain the appropriateness of using any teaching
style or strategy_ compare and contrast it to the 15 items in the Piagetian
Eiehavior,l ecklist and determine its Potential Piagetian 'Structural
C.ongruedcy", if it were utilized.

yicr shine 15 items can be used when observing an actual teach/ earning
mart section- to detefmine actval n"Irnplimeptation _Congruecy".

Lastly, if someone does a "Structural Congruency" analysis and then an
implementation Copgluency" analysis on a .given session, the teacher would
gain some insights iota how their behaviorshave realized the session's structural
potential or howtheirbehaviorshave, in fact, reduced ''estructuralpo ;Mal In
that specific sessiom-
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PlApET AND PLAY
/Sandra J, Suttie

Piaget has dedicated Many othis creative energies to uncovering the nature of
intelligence: Howevef, his efforts have not been limited to the cognitive domain
as he postulated that all phases including affectiv4 and psychomotor of
children's ..ieftavior depend on their cognitive structures. ,Paget's ,unique
approach is to study the organizatio,al activities within an individual rather than
frpm tfie approach of focusing 9n the stimuli from the external environment.
Tt6 structure of 'thinking Pi (t believes is inherent. ij:iaget believes children go
through universal ide table developmental phases. Intellectual behavioy
evolves from acti and, doing, withou thought, to doing knowingly /to
conceptualizati Play is an exercise actions.-ft leads from aVvity to
representaodi, td the meanings the d attachey symbols. Children play in
certain Ora or patfems because th kind of pattern or behaved is determined
by th rt ucture of the cognitive rocesses7f the child. Stru;tyres, such as the

nitive structure, change sy matically within the child while the functions
remain invariant. e'

One basic function man isadaptation, e cognitive striving of an
individual to find an librxunt'between hi f.and his environment. As the.
human organism en unters new situations or problems in this environmitnt, a
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state of disequilibration exists. Man, the child or adult, seeks to resolve this
disequilibration. This incongruity thus serves as an intrinsic motivator to him,
and man will place himself into situations or will create problems in which a
minor state of disequilibration with the environment exists. Man needs these
situations and problems. They will catch his attention, interest him, motivate
and stimulate him to action and to iriteraction with the environment. Problems,
or incongruities to be solved, serve to elevate the level of arousal of the
organism. Ellis, in his book, Why People Play (1973), describes play as that
behavior which seeks to elevate the arousal level of the.prganism. Of the many
play theories expounded throughout the ages, the concept of play as arousal
seeking behavior is among the newest. Its validity is established through various
disciplines, including physiological psychology.

Arousal seeking behavior, with its subsequent action toward equilibration, is
an aspect of adaptation. Piaget's concept on adaptation, as a biologist and a
behaviorist, are compatible and supporting of this view of play.

Adaptation, or equilibrium, has two functional components. assimilation and
accommodation. The assimilation process involves Changing elements in the
environment in such a way that they can be incorporated into the structure of
tote organism. The individUal recognizes, ca'tegor'izes, and utilizes evet-44erifts
of his previous habits, convention; and preferences. He experiences aa event as
he conceives it. Reality is interpreted in terms of past experiences, the input is
bent to fit the child's existing intellectual organization.

Accommodation, the other component of adaptation, is tie adjustment or
modification by the organism to the environment. The individual notes the
unique aspects of new encounters and takes account of these in an effort to
change, modify or adjust himself to fit the new reality. Thoughts and behaviors
are modified internally.

AlthOugh assimilation and accommodation are opposite processes, they
always act together to produce adaptation to the environment. One process can
predominate over the other, but neither exists in isolation. Tile balance between
assimilation and accommodation is seen Asthe basis for intelligence. In the adult,
intellectual_ functioning, consisting of these two processes, is in. a state of
equilibrium in which they are relatively distinct and separate, yet coordinated
and complimentary. To reach this state, the child must undergo various stages or
development during which the assimitiation-accommodation relationship under
goes various transformations. As new elements are incorporated into earlier
schematas (assimilation), the organism modifies earlier schemata to adjust to the
new elements. Cognitive change is thusly insured by this shifting relaticinship

Play, according to Piaget, is that behavior which occurs during a primacy of
assimilation over accommodation. His major treatise on this topic is his book,
Play, Dream; and Imitation in Childhood (1951), which has been translated into
English. In play, the human bends reality to fit what he "knows" (assimilation).
'A child playing sheriff, alters or assimilates reality to fit his concepts. He.does
not accommodate or adjust its concept of sheriff during his play. Reality is
alterectby pretending there is bank or a jail in the play area or environment.

Piaget sharply distinguishes between the causes ofj:ilay and the by-products
or effects of play. He chses not focus on the causes ks hat been tranditionally



done by play theorists, but rather on the effects. The two major effects of play
he recognizes'are (1) functional pleasure and (2) mastery. During practice play,
the child repeats already acquired skills and activities for the affective feelings of
pleastite and joy that it apparently gives him. An infant will repeat a movement,
such as shaking a rattle, over and over again while exhibiting obvious signs of
delight. When pleasure is absent in activiites which might be considered play, a,
reality-based attempt to learn may be prominent in the behavior. In Piagetian
theory; play behavior arises only from previously learned activities, not during
the acquisition of new skills.

As a child repeats new physical and mental abilities, he retains and ingrains
them so that they do not become lost to him through disuse: This aspect of
repetition is a "fixing" of new abilities in the child's repertoire including
cognitive functions. Through the ingraining, the child has then mastered the
activity and can utilize it at a later time without going through the process of
rediscovering it through random activity. In addition, Bruner (1973) describes
play as having the effect of maturing some modular routines for later
incorporation in more encompassing programs of action.

In addition to these two prime by-products of play, pleasure and mastery,
Piaget describes several play behaviors -which serve both as processet and
products, and may be an aspect of mastery. These,behaviors serve to reduce an
unpleasantness in the child. One of these behaviors Piaget terms "compensatory
combinations". Which refers to behavior that improves or corrects reality by
distorting it to fit more desired and agreeable thoughts. An example is a child
who pretends to carry an infant in her arms after being told- she must not touch
a new baby sister. Reality is distorted to fit the child's needs.

The second behavior of play Piaget calls "liquidating combinations". The
child, faced with an unpleasant situation in reality, may try to relive it in a play
situation by transposing it symbolically and hence reducing the unpleasantness
of the situation. A young child, having had an unpleasant experience of taking
some medicine, reduces the negative affect of this situation by in turn
pretendiog to give some medicine to her doll and repeating what had been said
to her, "It will be all right. It will help you get well".

These two play behaviors, "compensatory combinations" and "liquidating
combinations" consist of reducing or eliminating a disagreeable situation by
reliving it in make-believe. Through symblic play, reality is changed and
assimilated to the ego while freeing the ego from the demands of accommoda-
tion, or acceptance. These theories reflect Piaget's link with psychoanalytic
models as they are closely related to modern psychoanalytic theories of play,
especially those of Freud and Erikson,

Piaget, in Play, Dreams and Imitation in Childhood (1951), makes several
refirenCei to Freud relative to Symbolism and play behavior. Thebehaviors of
"compensatory combinations" and "liquidating combinations", which reduce
the unpleasantness of a situation, appear to stem from Fraud's (1959) pleasure
principle. This principle states that the course of events takes a direction so that
its final outcome is to tower the tension of the unpleasant. Play provides the
opportunity for assimilation, in the form of repetition, of an experienced event
even when the experience was unpleasant. Through the repetition and the
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assimilation to the ego, the event becomes more bearable and perhaps even
pleasant. The phenomenon of behavioral repetitions Freud Terms "compulsive
repetitions". Children repeat, in their play, everything from real life which has
made a great impression on them. In so doing, they abreact the strength of the
impression and make themselves master of the situation. The child can take an
active role in play in situation' in which he passively suffered previously. The
unpleasant or disagreeablexperience is then handed on to a playmate. The child
in the active role is revenging himself on a substitute which brings mastery of the
situation and pleasure to him. An example is the child, who suffered passively
while the doctor looked down his throat, now assumes the active role of the
doctor by pretending to look down the throat of a playmate. Through such play,
a child is able to lower his anxieties by taking an active role in situations he had
previously found painful. Hence, he is able to restore a sense of mastery to his
reality.

Freud's ideas relative to play were expanded upon .y Erickson (1950).
Erickson proposes that the play of the child is the infantile or of the human

ability to deal with experience and planning. Together, Freud's d Erickson's .
theories appear to be the basis- for Piaget's .play behavior of uidating.
combinations" in, which unpleasant situations were relived symbolical nd

assimilated by the child. ->

Piaget's theories of cognitive development demonstrate that there are
identifiable developmental patterns which are experienced by everyone. He sees
all development proceeding in identical sequences, although the specific age may
vary during which a particular stage occurs. Development progresses from the
simple, the noenate, to the complex, the youth or adult. The child first deals
with problems in his environment. When a situation is mastered, development
proceeds toward the mastery of its corresponding abstraction. Piaget places these
sequences, and others, within four major developmental phases of the child (See

Figure 1.)
The sensorimotor phase of the child extends from birth to approximately two

years of age. During this period, development depends primarily upon sensory
and body-motor experiences. Piaget breaks the sensonmotor phase down into six
separate and distinct stages. The onset or first appearance of play is difficult to
determine. As early as stage two of the sensorimotor period,approximately one
to four months of age, play appears to have become a part of the adaptive
behavior. As soon as a motor skill is mastered, it can become play.When an
individual repeats an activity in a happy display of comprehended behavior, play
behavior is exhibited. This type of functional play is termed exercise or praCtice
play, with the function of pleasure and sheer satisfaction. It is the most primitive
form of play. The repetition of these skills in practice play involves no rules,
symbols, nor make-believe. An example of exercise play would be the child
having discovered by chance the Possibility of swinging a suspended object, at
first repeats the activity in order to adapt to it, to understand it. At this point,
the skill has not yet been mastered, and the activity is not play. After the

-7radaptation and understanding have occurred, the behavior pattern is repeated
numerous times for the functiopal pleasure of confirming the newly acquired
skill. This repetition for pleasure is play behavior. Exercise play continues
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throughout the sensorimotor phase.
During the fourth stage of the sensorimotor phase. play patterns emerge

which Piaget calls ritualization. The child, exposed to the usual stimuli
associated with going to sleep (pillow, blanket, sucking his thumb). Ritual play is
preparation for symbolic play which begins during the end of the sensorimotor
phase. Symbolic play is the second category of play. In it the child constructs
'signifiers or symbols and utilizes them to express his needs. Symbolic,,play is
make-believe play. It implies representation of an abseht object as there is a
comparison between a given and an imagined object.

The second major phase of development, approximately ages two to.seven
_.years of age, Piaget calls the preoperational phase. The child discovers new

symbols, the major one being language. he can imitate previous events, can
search for objects, and begins to pekeive the restraints of reality. Symbolic play
reaches a zenith during the early part of this phase and replaces practice play.
Through symbolic play, the child perceives more and more of life's situations,
During the later part of the preoperational phase (ages four to seven), symbolic
play continues However, it is modified by new characteristics. Play becomes
more orderly and organized. Imitations of reality are accurately and exactly
perforrried. Players differentiate play roles, and organize them into compli-
mentary actions. As the symbol becomes more closely adapted to reality. me
ludic or play character becomes distorted. Instead of assimilating the external
world to the ego, the child subordinates the ego to reality.

Phase three of development occurs between the ages of seven and eleven and
is known as the stage of concrete operations. The child proceeds to manipulate
symbols and to comprehend numbers, time and space. Symbolic play is replaced
by collective games with rules as the child expands his social relationships. This
stage of play is the most. complex and the last to emerge. Piaget designates it as
games with rules, involving social relationships. With the socialization of the
young child, rules are needed to impose social order. The individual, acting alone
in earlier play stages, has not needed rules. Play now acquires rules imposed by
the play group. There are two major sources of these rules. They may be handed
down as a cultural-social institution, from one generation to the next, varying
geographically and changing somewhat from one generation to the next, or the
rules may be spontaneous, created by the players.

The fourth and last phase of development Piaget describes is that of formal
operations, occurring between the ages of eleven and fifteen. Play, as such,
diminishes during this phase although games wifh rules continue. Childhood ends
maturatlonally, and youth begins during this phase.

Piaget's term, "games with rules", includes games with sensorymotor
combinations (races, ball games, marbles, etc.) and games with intellectual
combinations between individuals, otheririse, Piaget states, rules would not be
needrid_Thejmplication_is that rules and competition- ga togetherHence,
cooperative rule-governed games (hand clapping games, cat's cradle games), and
ritualistic games are excluded from Piaget's analysis. In addition, individual
games having rules, as opposed to group games, would also be excluded.

Pjecler; in The Moral Judgment of. The Child (1932), has summarized studies
of over one hundred children in their moral judgment or rules in a garni setting,



namely, marbles. Two major phenomena were tudied by Piaget and his
colleagues. (1) the practice of the rules, by differ nt age groups, ,(2) the
consciousness of the rules by age groups. Conscio ess of rules refers to the
child's concept of the'origin and sacredness of rules, whether rules are obligatory
and binding or whether they are subject to the. whim or choice of the
participant.

Relative to the pheno men i of the practice of rules, children aged two to five,
in the first half of the preoperational stage, often engage in parallel play with
others. The child, while'perhaps imitating others, plays "on his own". Players do
not watch each 'other, nor do they unify their rules. This type of behavior,
intermediate between purely individualized and social behavidi, Piaget terms
egocentrism (1932). Relay races planned for children would probably occur as
follows: if the object is run to a line and return to the team, tagging the next
runner, and if runner 1 of Team. A had a large lead over-runner 1 of Team B,

4 runner 2 of Team A would wait for runner 2 of Team B to start. These chitdren
would perform in an individual race. The social or team aspect,has not yet been
developed.

Rules become practiced in a cooperative way sometime,around age seven or
eight. Common rules are observed, and the game becomes primarily social,
involving social interactions. Finally, around age eleven, children begin to
practice rules which are known and fixed by an entire society. The dominating
interest seems to be in the rules themselves. The child, having mastered the-rules,
now takes pleasure in jurisdictional discussions and decisions. In the practice of
rules, the child has progressed from independent play to parallel play, to the
observances of rules or laws in a society.

Practice of rules differ from the consciousness of rules, in that practice
involves what the child does, while consciousness deals with the origin of rules,
and the degree of observance of rules. As soon as the child begins to imitate the
rules of others, he begins to regard the rules of the game as sacred and
untouchable. This attitude appears ig most around age six. Prior to this time, the
child has great difficulty knowing what comes from Within himself, and what
originiates externally or from others. When the child begins to respect adults,
authority, and prestige, he becomes submissive to moral rules. Rules, hence, are
perceived as sacred. A child will not invent a new rule nor accept a proposed rule
change as fair. He would call rule modifications "cheating". Rules have intrinsic
and absolute truth to them. A child, playing marbles, will not vary the area of
play in size nor shape, will not vary the shooting method, and will not alter the
sequence of play.

After age ten, the second half of the cooperative play stage, and during the
codified stage of rules practice, a change in attitude or consciousness toward
rules take place. A rule is no logger an external, absolute law. It becomes a free

decisionamongplayersT-Riles ariiKWv be changed if all the players agree - a-
democratic decision Rules are no longer considered sacred, unchangeable from,
one generation to the; next. Rules now depend on the initiative of the Players.
An example is the child who invents a new rule reletive to marbles or some other
game. Instead of shooting in the usual Manner, variations (*shooting or even
dropping the shooter from above the marbles might be tried. The consciousness

_ .
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of rules at this stage implies a freedom. Rules are no longer coercive, but
something to be built up progressively. The adult origin of rules has ceased, and
radition is discarded. The consciousness of rules has progressed from sacred and

obli observance to an autonomous creation of a collective group.
Piaget (19 s stated that games with rules increase, both absolutely and

relatively, with age. by Eiferman (1973) tests these- theories. Eiferman
found that both an absolute and a tive decline in participation in games with
rules set in at a certain age, around eleven, instead of continuing to increase.
Piaget describes a decline in practice play after age two. Eiferman's research, on
the contrary, reveals an increase in unstructured play and practice play around
age twelve to fourteen. This rise in practice play is part balances out the decline
in games with rules. -

While assimilation, as one aspect of adaptation, gives.rise to play, the primacy
of accommodation gives rise to imitation. The imitator is concerned with
producing an exact account of the reality of the situation; hence, reality does
not change, but the initator himself changes. In imitation, the chilitattempts to
copy either the action itself or the representative symbol of the action. The child
mightiMitate ,the. parent's work or he might imitate_the. same action to_convey_
the idea that he is "going to worOike his parent. Through imitation, symbolic
signifiers are developed which become ort of representation.

Piaget views the balance between accommodation and assimilation as the
basis for intelligence. This equilibrium is not static, especially in the child.
Assimilation can predominate, with play being primary. ,Or a primacy of
accommodation produces imitation An actof intelligence or cognition in which
the two processes are in balance or equilibrium constitutes intelligent adapta-
tion. An individual experiences events, his cognitive structure increases in

complexity. The person accommodates his thinking to account for the new
experiences. Changes in assimilation _(play) in the child produce new
accommodations, and the accommodation changes (the internal changes) alter
the overall cognitive schemata, which in turn affect the constraints of
assimilation. As assimilation and accommodation interact, cognitive change
hence occurs. Each adaptation paves the way for its successor.

During the early sensorimotor period, the child is engrossed in sensorimotor
activities. As skills are mastered, they are repeated in play for pleasure. Play at
this time is purely functional. Frorp this stage evolve activities done "knowing-
jy"..Ends become differentiated from means. The development of symbols and
symbolic play serves to consolidate and enlarge the child's previous acquisitions.
The child, through symbolic play, is brought into contact with the questions and
objects of everyday life. Meanings are developed and attached of the signifiers or

mbols, which then leads to representation. The ludic symbol itself is integrated
in intellectual activity to the extent to which the symbolism is a preparation for
construction of representation. F-reeassingrairon becomes creative imaginatron.

Play, as tfie primacy of assimilation over accommodation, is seen in practice
play, symbolic play and games with rules. During the course of development,
new acquisitions become less and less numerous, and practice play diminishes.
As the child attempts to adjust to reality rather than to assimilate reality,
symbolic play and play in general diminish sometime between the iges of eight

is
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and twelve. Games with rules persist the adult stage. These have become
socialized games, gill controlled by rifles. as Piaget definesit relative to
assimilation, is not partsf these games. Within t context, the adult does not
play. However, further thoughts on this topic by Pia would help clarify.the
existence or non-existence of ludic behavior in the adu Does Piaget really
believe that adults do not play?

Other theorists of play differ from Piaget by contending that p is a vital
function in socialized adults as well as children. Huizinga (1950) sees May as a
permeating element not only in games and somemodern sports, but also in WI
cultural activities. His treatise, Homo Ludens, A Study of the Play-Element in
Culture;tra the Play, element ffOrrythe earliest-c res_. o the present. The
play element fins ession in a variety of social cultural forms, across mos
cultures, and in all age gro Play does not diminish after derlopmental
phases are completed. Research i s by Roberts and Sutton-Smith
substantiate the importance of play and games l u U

In dealing with play in the Piagetian Sense, the de I ionotplay must be
kept clearly in mind. Adjectives commonly seen in many definitiiihs by other.
play theorists, such as fun, happy, free, spontaneous, regulated or separate art_
not a part of the Piagetian definition of play. In order,to understand Piaget's
concepts of play, one must literally accommodate or change his concept of play
to a primacy of assimilative behavior. To resist this acceptance of .Piaget's
concept restilts in a failure to understand the contributions of Piaget in the realm

° ' of play and cognitive development. Piaget has carefully defined his terms, and
has applied scientific methods through succinct observations to his work in child
development. It is vital that his definitions and concepts be clearly understood
Prior to any efforts to test his theories. Through his varied background and
experiences as a European scholar, through his years of research into child
development, and through his prolific publications, Piaget has ,created and
described a model of play in cognitive development which is the most
comprehensive work in this area to date.

To summarize, Piaget views play as a.primacy ofassimilation. Play is divided
into three categories..-practice or exercise play, symbolic play, and games with
rules. Rules practice develops, into cooperative, then into codified rule practice.
Rules, when incorporated into games-are first considered obligatory and sacred,
but later become freer with modifications being common. The,by- products of -

play are functional pleasure and mastery, including the affective mastery of
unnpleasant situations, Play begins fore the first year of.life is completed and
diminishes between the ages of eigAt and twelve as theshild adapts to reality.
Play, as assimilation, produces meanings and symbols which become part of
representation. The oscillations between assimiliation (play) and,accommodation
(imitation) produce cognitive changes which eventually lead to an equilibrium

-betiveen them and to ihtillectual adaptation. Play occupies a major. role in the
cognitive delielopmerit of the human bein ,p.
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PIAGET-BASED EARLY DEVELOPMENTAL EXPERIENCES
IN PHYSICAL RECREATION AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Joseph?. Winnick
0

INTRODUCTION

This paper is designed to suggeit programming implications for physical
education and recreation on the basis of Piagetian Theory. The implications
which will be presented relate to the sensorimotor and preoperational periods of
cognitive davelopnlent and are suggested- for children who need an environment
which will nurture cognitive development because they have not attain besic
cognitive abilities. The Causes for such lack of development may be due tO"--
mental retardation, social or economic disadvantages, emotional ,problems, or
physical disabilities. A basioassumption is that if, children do, not posses these
basic abilities, they can be deve d in a program designed for that purpose is
created.

Since the early years of this century, It has been asserted that one of the
benefits of physical education is its contribution to mental development.
Leaders in the field have asserted that mental development would be enhanced
by activities such as learning the rules and strategy of games and sports, studying
the history of dances and sports, and learning the. physiological and/or
anatomical principles involved in physical activity. The Spparent association of
such activity with mental development is that such experience involves cognitive
activity.

In more recent times, the importance of a motoric or physiological base for
academic achievement and, in some cases, intellectual development has been
proposed by writers such as Kephart (1960), Frostig (1964), aq(cl Barsch (1966).
Of interest to this topic and the commonality in these writing i$ that motoric or
physiological activity is beneficial for the development of abilities which are
necessary for academic achievement or intellectual development. A third view of
the contribution of physical and motor activities to intellectual development,
which is perhaps more extreme and less substantiated, has been the theory and
practice of neurologicel 'organization presented by-Delacato (1963). In this
work, prescribed motor activities purportedly contribute to the development of
optimal cortical dominance and therefore improve intellectual functionin he
Organism.

Although 'perhaps nuke intuitive than theorybased, the problem solving
approach has been favored in physical education by those who feel.that thinking
is a major educational goal. The Underlying assumption is that problem solving



stimulates thinking and therefore enhances cognitive activity. An inadequacy
with this and other approaches involving increased cognitive activity, is that
cognitive activity may be necessary but is not a sufficient condition for cognitive
development to occur. in his latest works Cratty (1971, 1972, 1973), advances
from cognitive activity toward cognitive development by presenting games which
contribute to elements of intellectual development which have been identified or
suggested by writers such as Bruner, Gdilford, and Piaget.

At this point, it appears that further advancement would be enhanced by the
identification of a hierarchy-of cognitive development and the arrangement of
physical education and recreational experiences on the basis of such a hierarchy.
Hopefully, such physical education and recreational experiences would serve as a
stimulus for cognitive developnient. If such an idea has merit an important early
step' would be to develop or accept one or. _an ,eclectic theory of cog hive
development. The developmental implications for physical. education
physical recreation of such a theory would need to be examined. The materia
which follows suggests programming implications for physical education.and
recreation from the literature for children functioning at sensorimotor and
preoperational stages as identified in Piaget's theory of cognitive development

PROGRAM IMPLICATIONS SENSORIMOTOR PHASE

During the sensorimotor phase, knowing is bound to personal external action.
Children functioning at this level adapt and modify bask reflexes, exfend basic
reflex patterns to form new schemata, and utlize acquired behavior patterns to
produce effects .on the environment. During the latter period- of-this-phase,
children distinguish means and ends, utilize familiar schemata for problem
solving purposes, engage in trial `and error experimentation and fianlly
symbolically plan actions or events before carrying them oUtexternallK.

The separation of-self from external objects appears to be basic to successful
sensorimotor development and, where appropriate, should be established aka
basic goal of a developmental program. Unless extremely deviant, children will
be tifirTfrmake such distinctions by the time they come in contact With
professional recreators or physical educators. If necessary, distinctions between
self and external environment can be enhanced by having children reach for,
push, pull, feel, smell, taste, hear, and follow objects in the environment. At
other times, the immediate environment may be manipulated to produce effects
op the individual. Examples include washing the childplacing the child in a
wading pool, rubbing the heel of the child with a rough cloth, and stimulating
the child in warm inter-personal interactions.

Separation of self from the environment enhances exploration of and learning
from 'the environment, however, he needs to possess the ability to move and to
move efficiently. The ability to move efficiently requires-strength, balance, the
ability to create appropriate muscular tensions, flexibility in ,movement, and
rhythmic movement. A remaining need is the ability to plan movementOnce
the' child- possesses the ability to explore his environment, he is ready to further .

receive valuable information from it through is sensory neural niectianisms,-Sike
movement ability, movement efficiency, and sensory feedback are critical to
exploration, and discovery and since exploration and discovery are critical to
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sensorimotor tiev 'eloprnent, the importance of movement is apparent. In
addition, since mariment is a schema and since schemata are forms of knowing,
it logically ,follcr:vs that mastered movement can be viewed as "knowledge".
Thus, the movement abilities may be viewed irs ends to be attained as well as a
means for 'environmental exploration. Sind program activities which dyiclop
strength, balance, gross motor control, movement flexibility, and it thmic
movement are /sufficiently available in the literature, no further delineation will
be presented here.

The appropriate pedagogic al approach to enhance development. at the
sensorimotor level appears to be prcSblem solving and discovery. activity
might be related to external objects as well as to the daild'sVVrr y and its

'capabilities. .

Also important to this period is language development. Relative to their
linguistic environment, the presentation of positive language models, the
opportunity to speak, the motivation to speak, are essential. The activity of the
'child should be action oriented (learn by doing) _and, at this level, individual
rather than group oriented. The activities associated with this phase are not new,
to eclucators,pr parefnts, but, simOimemind them what a normally developing,.

,child experiences. They_are activities_frequently_associated_with_the.play_sita__
child. Play at this' level provides an opportunity. for the child to assimilate an
external event to a schema of knowing'.

As the child moves through the sensorimotor period, play becomes an
expressive function, an opportunity for imitation, an opportunity for pretending
and essentially the primary tool for adaptation. Play leads the child from
egocentricity to communication and subsequently, tpsocialization.

PREOPERATIONAL PHASE

tPriorto the drawing of implications relative to the prebperational phase, it-is
necessary to draw an educational framework or model from the massive work of
Piaget. Larkelli (1970) proposed that a curriculum could be planned which
would be centereif on dassicition, space and number, and sedation and
presented implications based on Vs-model. The framework to be utilized as a
point ,of departure hire is bmd-on 'the work of Constance Kamii arid Norma'
Iladin (1970). These authors feel that the two areas which are very relative to
curriculum design are 'logical knowiedget and physical knowledge. The first,
logical knorledge, consists of iogicb-inathernatical operations and -spatial-
temporal operations. Logico-mathematical operations deal with classification,
striation and numbers. Spatio-temporal operations deel with spatioreasoning'
and temporal reasoning. The second broad area, physial knowledge, refers to
the child's knowledge of the nature of matter. The child learns about the nature
of matter by..acting on "objects and viewing, analyzing, and synthesizing the
results of these actions. In order for the child to structure his knoiiledge and
symbolize it, Kamii and Raclin select representation as the third area withIn their
irernevorIC These authors summaries three types of external representation

anguished by Pisget 4i-follows' (p.99):
d!k. indices -

Part of the object (e.g., the bottom of the bottle)
.

A
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2. Marks casually related to the object (e.g., foot marks in the snow)
B. Symbols

1. Imitation (the use of the body to represent objects. e.g., Walking like
a duck)

2. Make-believe (the use of objects to represent other objects, e.g.,
using a box to represent i duck)

- 3. Onorriatopoeist (e.g., uttering "quack, quack")
4. Three dimensiorial models (e.g., making clay ducks)
5. Pictures (e.g., drawing ducks),

t. Signs
1. Words and other signs (e.g., algebraic signs)

Development at the preoperational level would be enhanced by an environ-
ment providing opportunity for qualitative classification. At this _level, there is
agreement in the literature that classification experiences emphasizing qualitative
aspects without class inclusion are appropriate. The progression begins by
dichotomizing and trichOtomizing objects according to their similarities and
differences --Both opportunities in physical education include arranging or
selecting games where balls of different color, sizes shapes, and texture._ are
grouped: arranging games or movement experiences where movements such as
walking; running, hopping, and jumping are,involved and distinguished, selecting
games and movement experiences where squares, trianglesacircles or other
geometric forms are utilized and distinguished, arranging obstacle-or confidence
courses which provide an opportunity for children to perceive similar and
varying qualities iii objects (slanted, moveable, suspended, rolling) and which,
stimulate varied movement responses such as climbing, jumping, creeping,
balancing: selectiht games and rhythmic activities which stimulate auditory
discrimation, and mimetic activities where children learn to identify, imitate,
and distinguish various animals.

kamii and Radin (1970) propose that prerequisites to operationalseriation
include the ability to dichotomize and vichotomize things in proper order
These authors point to the desirability of using a variety of materials and
sensonmotor activities to teach the prerequisites for serration Opportunities fiR
such activity are unlimited in the physical education or recreational environ- __.--
ment Opportunities may be created by children to order.each other in terms of -
1*ight, weight, and girth They have many opportunities to senate forms they
create with their 'own bodies or with others. Examples include forming
progressivelytlarger geometric shapes and-progressively larger or smaller letters or
numbers with their body or with other children._

From this begirming, -implication for further programming may be drawn
from thefollowing steps leading to operational seriation developed by La'vatelli
(p..130:

A. Arranging ten or more items in a series according to one variable only.
6 B. Arranging items in a series.according to more than one variable.

C inserting an object"into an already completed series icieveiop concept of
an inserted object as the middle ob)EcTin a series of three, rather than
as a membefof a pan u,1 objects)

/1D Solving a double seriatim matrix 0

A4`'
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-E. Achieveent of transitivity.
Progress taken! operational seriation following the attainment of

prerequisites wilt be dependent upon the success with which the child attains the
progressiVe steps presented by Lavatelli rather than the type of activity engaged
in. The types of activities already identified with prerequisites may be
continued. The important pedagogical consideration is that the teacher or leader
presents problems which will stimulate further cognitive development.

The _structure of numbers is the next element included within the rubric of
logical operations. There is agreement in the literature that the child develop-
mentally proceeds from intuition about groups ,to reversibility and that the
foundation, for number structure is anuriderstanding of equivalents. Children in
schools evho need such a foundation may, be provided experiences in game
situations to match objects. For example, opportunities may be provided to
match projectiles with striking elements, e.g., softball bats with7saftballs,
badminton rackets with shuttlecocks, or hockey _sticks with' pucks. Oppc4-
tunnies may be provided where, children may be paired by variables such as
height, lex, and weight or where children are distinguished, in their ability to
perform `physical feats such as jumping for distance or height. The concept of
equivalence-may also be heighteoed by division of objects or groups of children
into sets of equal number. Games such as Busy Bee or Sqlirrel in the trees are
examples of games where the number of persons in a group are equivalent.

Relative to numbers, it is important to emphasize that preconceptual children
base their ability to quantify on spatial considerations. Normally, a child would
have no difficulty choosing a group of ten-balls over a gi.oup of three balls.
However,, since the space occupied is the same, he would have difficultyin
choosing between a group of ten balls and a group of eight balls if the balls were
arranged in rows of equal lengths. Such children have not developed lie concept
of conservation which ,.may be stimutated in a variety of ways in physical
education. Children may be stimulated to understand that the weight of
own bodies is invariant when they make 'themselves as small or as- large as
possible; that the number of persorts does not change when ihrail move in a
perception bOk even though the area occupied is sm.a5isr:

SonqUist. Kamii, and Deman 119701.feet-that children are hellieb to
!overcome their tendency to base numerical judgement on space by the teaching
of linen ordering. These authors feet that such activity Fielpsthe child to focus
on each object separately and prevents thein from bising judgment on the space
occupied. Linear ordering is evidenced in games where children observe a
movement a child makes and are asked to imitate the movement and add a
movement for the next child to imitate.

One of the very direct contributions of physical education or movement
activites is the area of spatial reasoning. Concepts of space are develo
infancy as children reach and move toward and away from

, movement occurs, muscular tensions end eXertiO hetically
information to the child, about the locati distance of viment
enhances the vportunity_ to gr nit in to view objects from
different pirspective ample, anrs atiout size constancy of a
football, even the h i. ected ,on the eyes varies In accordance



distance from the object Thpugh cobntles ement exper noes children
develop egocentric localization, i.e., the a to locate ob* in relation to
oneselfrand an awareness of one's body in ace. As the ch0 moves through the
preOperational period he develo ability to "decenter" as he gains the
ability to locate objects in rel oruto each other.

At thg preconceptuil rival, the child .needs op'portunities to develop basic
space concepts and to recognize space stapes those abilities may be developed
by having eh' en move through, around, over, under, inside, outside, on and
off sha made by the teacher from cardboard or made by children out-of rope.

iterature contains unlithited additional games and activities.-
In order to develop basic abilities of spatial reasoning, children need

opportunities to move in a stimulating environment. Such an environment would
include objects of different sizes, shapes, colors, and sounds. Games or activities
condiided_with balls, balance beams, barrels, perception boxes, ropes, hoops,

and viiitting bbxes may provide such opportunites. Obstacle courses or
follow the leader games' may be developed which involve all basic spatial

i concepts at the level of the child's ability. Other favorite activities for the
development of basic spatial concepts are trampolining (or bed dumping),

...Sumbling,and swimming. -
Temporal reasoning may be enhanced in a physical education curriculum by

having children create and conduct locomotor or other movement activities in a
sequence or having children reproduce movements demonstrated by the teacher.
Progressions may be developed by increasing the number of activates performed
in a series and increasing the complexity of patterns. To add enjoyment, games
may be selected which require temporal sequencing or memory. Children may be
motivated to move through an obstacle course in a particular-way or to perform
routines on a tumbling mat or rampoline. Finally, causal activities where
children are asked to predict consequences of actions are recommendedfor
the development of tem al reasoning. For example, children may be asked
what would occur if s were rolled against the wall as varying degrees of force
were applied or w would occur if iball was dropped from varying heights.

The hierarchy presented by Piaget; summarized by Kamii and Radin, and
presented 4rly in this paper relative to representation appears to be succificient-
ly explicit to draw implications for movement experiences. Development of
representation at the index level will be enhanted by, providing.opportunities
children to view objects from various perspectives. Activities
presented to develop basic spatial concepts could appropriately
stimulate opportunIties for viewing objects from differen
for example, may move over, under, around, t
arranged in an obstacle course, placed
developmental playground. Games
objebts other,than through the- visu
index level For exampltrrblind
they move tower6 vario
different-texture or

At the sym evet, experiences can be arranged in which the child uses his
body to esent objects. Examples include having children imitate cartoon-

nest.

ly
rranged to

spectives. Student
,andand between objects
mnasium, or found on a

es in which children must perceive
nse are also helpful experiences at the

ed pupils may be asked to play games where
.unds or where they need to distinguish balls of



characters, animals, airplaines, trains, cars, toys, or positions formed by oohs.
Children frequently enjoy forming letters of the alphabet or numbers with their
own bodies or cooperatively with other children. Children may also be
stimulated to present objects with other objects. For example, the bed of a
trampoline may represent the surface of the moon, a balance beam may
represent a bridge to be crossed, a ball may represent a bomb to be aVoiderLa
scooter-boaro may represent a train. As the child engages in games and activities
in which he imitates and represents objects, he may reproduce sounds associated

, with the objects. Subsequently, games may be selected in which children need to
guesi objects as a result of descriptions made by gestures and/or sound. Story
plays in which children are stimulated to pretend that they are objects or
animals and are stimulated to act out or dramatize these representations would
also be appropriate. Also helpful would be activities in which children are asked
to produce movements depicted in pictures.

In order to enhance development at the sign level, opportunities need to be
proided for communication through language, movement, and gestures. Such
opportunity would be found in games which enable children to enlarge their
vocabulary and increase their comprehension of language. Examples of activities

. to improve an understanding of comparative prepositions have already been
mentioned. Also beneficial are games and activities where children recite rhymes
or chants such as in Charlie Over the Water, or rope jumping; games and
activities where motor activity is initated (Run Rabbit Run, Hill Dill, Brownies
and Fairies), changed (Streets and Alleys) or ended (Red Light) by language
cues, games and activities requiring letter, word, symbol, or pattern recognition.
Imitation of acceptable verbal communication as well as the opportunity for
such communication in small groups or play settings is vitally irripoftant.

During the preoperational period, the child continues to develop physical
knowledge or his knowledge of the nature of matter by moving within and
exploring his environment. Learning through discovery is of pararnouq
importance to the child. Through feel, the child gains information abotit obirct
properties such as texture, size, weight, and resiliency. From this backs(Ound a
teacher can stimulate language development by. having the child m compara-
tives such as rough-smooth,- light-heavy, large-small, a ard-soft. Further
physical knowledge is developed by having childre act upon objects and
observing the effects of such actions upon ob' ...In physical education or
recreation programs children have ,opportunities to drop, thrust, pull, push,
bend, twist, punch, squeeze, or lift objects possessing various properties. They
have an opportunity to compare. the effects of their actions on similar and
dissimilar objects and begin to systemize the sffect of their actions. As was true
for temporal reasoning, there is also agreement in the literature that oppor-
tunities be created for. predictive purposes in order to increase ,physical
knowledge. Again, students may be asked what would happen if a ball was
thrown against a wall of to predict the rebound effect of deflating a ball. From

'6, the ability to predict, children would be asked to explain the cause of an action
at higher levelsof cognitive development. o

It isImpoitant to realize that the child's abilities during the preconceptual
stage depend to igriat extent upon perception. During thiscpericxl, perceptual
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abilities continue to develop but since they are not- yet combined 'with
conceptual development, the results may be inaccurate or distorted judgements
will be made. 'Many activities already identified in this paper contribute to the
enhancing of perception and additional ideas maybe easily found in the
literature. Stilffice it to say in this paper that opportunities for development
would be in accord with Paget theory. However, it is important to note that,
from the standpoint of cognitive development, accurate understanding of the
environment occurs when perception is combined with "knowing" or conceptual
activity.

PERSECT E

'The program activates or the developmental theory discussed herein are not.,
new. The unique role of the teacher in cognitive development has been presented
in Many other works and is appropriate for physical educators or recxeators. it is
recognized-;:that 'if this paper makes 'a contribution, it is the attempt to. ` coordinate'physical recreational or physical educational experiences with phases

_. Matted theordevelopmental y
ik;wever, there is another strength andweakness,9fthts' _paper,Lt isbased_and_

on whit iiii-6eindesigned for classroom teachers. It is.a
strength fix interdisciplinary cooperation. But, is it a model most relevant to the
uniquecortributions of physical education and physical recreation?

In dosing it is important to stress that the experiences suggested in this paper
are frequently not;as critical to c4itive development as the methodology
employed by a teacher or recreational leader. It is important to not only arrange
experiences which will stimulate development but also to interact with pupils,
pose questions 'that require cognitive understanding and serve as a model for
imitative purposes. Those frustrated in attempts to visualize the "appropriate"
setting should perhaps simply observe-normally developing younsters bolo" the
agl!F of six in play situations. This would probably bestserve to pace experience
in their proper perspective.

-
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APPLICATION OF PIAGETIAN CONCEPTS TO
0 PHYSICAL EDUCATION '-!,4

Ronald French and Noel Shakeshaft

In the past decade'there has been increased attention to the role of physical
education enhancing academic and/or intellectual development of the child.
Three major approaches fO-r the utiliiation of physical education as means to
academic and/or intellectual development have emerged. (1) structured group
games, (2) movement exploration, and (3) combined facets of structured Troup
games and movement exploration The purpose of this paper will be to briefly
discuss these approaches and then propose a fourth based on Piagetian Theory

1. Structured Group,qames

Numerous authors (Humphrey & Sullivan, 1973, Wedemeyer & Cejka, 1971)
have 'developed structured group physical education games which primarily
incorporate academic skills In other words, most of the games involve
recognition components as contrasted to games which incorporate recognition
and conceptualization (comprehension). The criteria utilized for the
participation in gm games is the child's' handicapping condition, his grade
placement or his specific academic deficiency.

2. Movement Exploration

Movement exploration is an individualized approach to physical education
that has been utilized to enhance intellectual development. Some of the major
ob. Ives of this approach include (Tedgwell. 1969):

improve the child's understanding of his body, its parts, and how it
functions in his environment

B Heighten the child's awareness of the sensitivity, to his environment by
the provision of multi-sensory stimuli to,Tovement.

C .Improve the child's perception and connection of his environment by
increased use of the tactile and kinesthetic senses.

D. Help the child to gain a knowledge of himself and sensitivity to others
around him.

Although this approach has seen influenced by the thoughts of several
developmental theorists, the movement exploration approach is not aligned with
a specific theory of intellectual development but eclectic in nature. In contrast
to the group game approach, the criteria for participation in the movement,
exploration activities is the child's level of intellectual functioning (Hackett &
Jenson, 1966 Harvat 1970) not type of handicapping condition, grade
placement or academic deficiency
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3. Combined Group Games and Movement Exploration .

This approach' ( Cratty, 1973) integrates the objectives and methods _of
Movement eicploration. and structured group game approach to physical
education. Sithilar to movement exploration this approach has been influenced
by numerous developmental theorists and "no attempt has been made to explore
in detail the various cognitive models" (Cratty, 1973, p. 9). Further, this
approach includes-not only individualized activities but structured group games
that incorporate recognition and conceptual components. The criteria utilized
for the participation in the games is the child's handicapping condition, his grade

' placement or.his specific acaclemic deficiency.

4. Piaget -Rased Conceptual PhysicalEducation

Implications for physical education programming which utilizes Piagetian.
Theory has been suggested by Winnick (1974). The purpose of_this paper will be
to present drossmotor activities which may serve as a strnulas for cognitive
developiment based on this theory.

The activities which will be presented relate to Oiaget's Preoperational Period.
This period encompasses the approximate chronological ages for intellectually
normal children (Robinson & Robinson, 1965) and mental ages for intellectually

-subnormal -611dren (Relit; -1957;-Stitarins & Borkowski, 1969; Woodward, 1959)
from two through seven years.

Some of the major conceptual limitations of the child functioning at the
Preoperational Period can be classified under the following headings (Phillips,
1969; Robinson & Robinson, 1965):

A. Egocentric-the child does not possess the ability to adopt a variety of
points of view of a problem. The "Self" is the center of all *rigs and
the child is relatively unaware of others points ofview.

B. Concreteness-while the child can function in a representational world,
he believes everything is exactly.-what itseems.

C. Centering-the child focuses on the most compelling attribute of a
problem; he cannot integrate a variety of stimulus characteristics.-of-a
problem.

D. !(reversibility -the child is unable to. reverse, without major distortions,
a chain of thought elements.

E. States versus transformation-the child tends to focus on the successive
states of a display rather than on the transformations by which one
state is changed into another.

F. Transductive reasoning-rather than proceeding from the particular to
the general (induction reasoning), or from the general to the particular
(ductive reasoning). This lei& of thinking lacks a hierarchy of
categories resulting in a lack of refinerhent and mobility in the child's
thinking.

Because of these limitations, the child operating in the Preoperational Period
is unable to solve a variety of conceptual tasks which have been developed by
Piaget (Maven, 1963). Some of these conceptual tasks are defined below with
the specific conceptual limitations listed: Games-and-sctivities-whith"may be
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utilized to enhance the ability to solve the problems are subdivided into those
activities that may be accomplished in the gymnasium and on the field and those
that may be accomplished in a swimming pool. The criteria utilized for the
participation in the activities is dependent upon the child's le'vel of cognitiiie
functioning and motoric proficiency, not the handicapping condition, his grade
placement or his specific academic deficiency.

Games and Activities

I. Conservation of Numerical CorrespOndence
Conceptual Problems:
A. Definition--the ability to establish a one-to-one correspondence between

sets of objects. This problem involves limitations. centering, states versus
transformations, concreteness, irreversibility and transductive reasoning.

B. Playground and gymnasium games and activities to enhance the cognitive
development of numerical correspondence. --

V. Tire and Bean Bag Games:
Equipment: Six tires and ten bags of different sizes and shapes.
Procedure: Place tires and bean bags in separate but parallel rows of

the sarne.length fifteenfeetaway, Throw a. bean bag into
each tire.
Variations: Place bean bags in a row farther apart than
tires, in a bunch, or vary the number of Tres and/or bean
bags. Instead of throwing the bean ba , carry bean bags

to each tire while hopping, ju ping, skipping, or
galloping.

Concept: Instructor asks the child which row has more. After he
decides, ask the child to throw a bean bag into each tire.
After he completes the task, ask the same question.
Instructor may ask the child to explain how he knows
that there is one too many or just enough tires or bean

2. Find a Ball
Equipment:_,

Procedure:

bags.

Equal number of bats and balls of various sizes, shapes,
and colors.
Dependent upon the level of cognitive and motor
functioning of the child, please certain number of bats
on a line forty feet from starting line. The child must
look at the bats then run down to the balls (twenty feet
from the starting line) and select a ball and match it with
a bat. Continue pairing bats and balls by site, shape or
color.
Variations: Place bats in a pile or spread then farther
apart. In place of running, do animal walks, skip, or
gallop. Vary the number °Malls or,bats presented to the
child. Also Pi ice tits and balls together with one or
more extra balls or Illyo same number. The. child must
determine if there airrust enough bails or too many

.4
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Concept: Instructor asks, the.child which row has more objects.
After, he decides, he-runs and attempts to match. After
he completes the task, ask the same question. Instructor
may ask the child to explain,how he knows that there
are too many, or just enough bats or balls.

C. Games and activities which may be conducted in the swimming pool to
enhance the cognitive development of numeral correspondence.

4. Corks and Things
Procedure: Place all the children at side of the pqol, in or out of the

water. Teacher tdises,all-Objects into the water (shallow
and/or deep end, depending upon swimming skills of the
children),. Directions are given that upon signal all
students go out and collect as many objects as they can.
When all objects-have been collected, children bring the
ones they retrieved back to theside of the pool.

Concept: Pair children and ask them to decide, in each pair, which
of them has retrieved more objects. Ask them to ekplain
the "why" of their answer. Then direct children to see if
their answer was correct by pairing up each object they
have with one- of-their partner': For ekiihplicchild#1
may have 12 golf tee and child #2 may have 7 ping gong
balls. The WS many occupy more space and appear to
the child as a larger amount. Once paired with the golf
tees of child #1 it may be shown who has the most. As
the mastery of this concept occurs (later,part of the
concrete preoperational period) the use 'of symbOlic
representation (numbers) may be employed to abstractly,
reach conclusions rather than pairing objects to. derive at
a solution. Introduce symbols for numerical
representation.

2. ;Flying Saucers .

Equipment: A number of inner tubes of two different sizes and a
stop watch.

Procedure: Children form two teams. An equal number of inner
tubes is given _to each team (one team the larger inner
tubes, the other the smaller). Upon signal, have one team
throw their inner tubes across the pool, swift to them
(or walk, hop, jump, etc".) and throw again until tubes
are to- the opposite end or side-of pool. Time how long
the firit team takes to complete task. Rerkat for second
team.

Concept: Tell children which team took longer. Ask them if one
team has more inner tubes than the other team (letthem
look at each team's pile of inner tubes at completion).
Allow them to match tube for tube from each team to
determine answer. Concepts of time,..movement, and
velocity may also be interjected (vary course each team
takes, and/or distance to finish line).
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11. Conservation of Quantity
Conceptual Problem:

A. Definition- -The ability to conceptualize that the amount of space occupied
by an object remains constant although the structure of the object is
altered. This problem involves these limitations: centering, states versus
transformations, copereteness, irreversibility and transductive reasoning.

B. Playground and gym activities to enhance the cognitive development of
.conservation of quantity. .

1. Objects.in spaces

Equipment: Balls of same sizes
Procedure: Child throws balls different distances.
Concept: Before the child throws the ball the instructor asks the

child if the balls are the same size. When he agrees, ask
him to throw the balls varying distances. After the

.completion of the task then' ask the same question now
that perceptually the balls further away are smaller.
Instructor may ask the child how he knows that they are
too big, smaller, or equal in size.

juriiP'ROPO ActiVities
Equipment: Jump ropes.
Procedure: Make 2 circles using 2 jump ropes and perform these

activities.
a. Put all your body-inside.
b. Balance on three (one ortwo) body parts inside

the circle.'
c. Jump outside, the circle forwards, sideways and

back.

d. Combine activities in #2 to make a sequence of
activities.

Now make another shape using the jump rope and
attempt the same activities.

Concept: Instructor asks the child if the shape of the crope in the
firugivity takes up more, equal or less slilacewhen
ccInipered to the other shape: Instructor-may ask the
child how he knows they are equal, Smaller or larger in
size.

C. Games and activities which may be conducted in the swimming pool to
enhance the cognitive development of conservation of quantity.

1. Shapes and Sizes

Equipment: None.
Procedure: All children join hands throughout activity, Two groups,

each having the sami number of children should be
formed. Both groups begin by forming dircles..Uponthe
command "change size" or "change shape", the group to
which the teacher points makes a smaller or larger circle.
or forms anew shape, such as a triangle: Game continues
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with changing size or shape. Children may -then be
directed to jump into that shape, or hop, or skip, etc.
through the water as they change size or shape.
Advanced swimpers may participate in the deep water.

Concept; In the beginning of the activity it should be pointed out
to the children that the two groups are the same: both
groups start die same. After a coriimand to change size
or shape ask the children if the groups are still the same
even though there has been a change. The group which
changed may be asked to change back to the original size
or shape to demonstrate the conservation of the 'space'
inside the shape and irreversibility. Children keep their
arms outstretched throughout the . activity and the

inside never changes irregirdless of the shape but
will change when the same shape changes size.'

Flutterboards
Equipment;, Flutterboards numbering one and one half times the'

number of participants, scales.
Procedure: Separate the number of flutterboards into

three equal 'stacks, haiiiChildrin pick up
the stacks, examine them and determine,that all three
are the same and that each stack is equal in weight.,
Weigfi each stack if necessary tO demonstrate their
equality. Participants form two teams and a stack is
given to each. The teen) takes the stack back to the
starting point. Upon signal one member of a time from

each team conveys one kickboard to the`other side in a
'designated manner. The object of the game .is -to
construct a different shape from the original with the
flutterboards.

Concept Teacher asks if all three piles are still the same weight
even though they are now -arranged differently. Ask
participants to explain their answers. Weight stacksagain
is necessary.

III. Numbering'
ConCeptual Problem:

A. Definition--Synthesistf two operations (1) cardination which involves
the answering of The question "How many?" and (2) ordination, the
arrangement of objects in a series. This problem involves the limitations
of reversibility and concreteness.

B. Playground and gymnasium games and activities to ephance the
cognitive development and nun)ering.
1. Bottle and jars
Equipment: 'Different size jars and bottles with twist off tops. /-
Procedure: Jars and tops are placed 20.feet from child. The child,

'must jump, hop, run, galloto jars then runbi(ck to
starting.line.
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Concept: While by the jars:
.a. Place the jars in a series from small to large.
b. Place the tops in a sequence from small to large.
c. Place tops on the correct bottles.
d. Answer the question "How many?"

2. Jump and Reach
Equipment: Chalk.
Procedure: The first child' reaches high with both hands held

together and makes a mark on the wall with the chalk.
He then stands sideways to the wall with the chalk held
in the hand next to the wall. As he swings both arms, he
jumps in the air. At the. highest point of the jump he
makes a second chalk marl( on the wall. Other children,
perform same procedure. _ -

Concept: Based on the distance between standing height and
jumping height, compare and place, in series from short
to tall. The instructor may want to cut out strips of

-paper, corresponding. to the height of each jump.
C. Games and activities which .may be conducted in the swimming pool to
enhance the cognitive development of numbering.

1. Races

Equipment: None
Procedure: Have children move jn a designated manner (hop, jump,

swim on back, swim underwater, etc.) from one side of
pool to the other. The teacher keeps a record of-the
child who comes in first, second, etc.,.

Concept: Point out to the children the order of arrival: Place
children in this order, the first child next to the child - -

who was second, etc., rerun the race, and discuss reidits;
Have children; count off upon arrival -and then arrange ,

the order themselves. ,

2. Get It
Equipmenh ame number of identical objects for each team (one'

obre4for'e3ch childon theteim). These may be balls of
differint sizes and /or cojorS.-

Procedure: Relay type activity in \ihich' one player at a time from
each team travels to thetpile of objects at the other side
of the pool lvarigusrinethods of traveling across pool
may include, walking, hopping, swimming in a particular
fashion, etc.) Each child on each' team in turn goes
across pool and gets the '13iggeft" of the objects in his
team's pile. He brings it back and the next team member
goes, A point is scored for the team which finishes first.

Concept: Award a point to each of any of the teams which
selected the objects in the correct order so that when the
team has finished the-object each child holds should be

.



3. Stack Them
Equipment:

Procedure:'

Concept:
Variation:

progressively smaller than the object which the
preceeding child holds. The number of children on a

' team and objects used should be small. If necessary a
team may consist of one initially progressing to two, etc.
with coiresponding number of objects. When "team" is
only one trson you may wish to have two objects so
the; child is foiced to select. In all the races you may
wish to have one more object than number of children
on the team so even the last child must choose. In the
beginning, the difference in objects should be large. As
the concept 'seems to tie grasped additional objects may
be added with less obvious discrimination between them.
This may also be'done with colors; such as black, grey,
and white. When'a team has finished the color of the
object each child holds should be progressively lighter
than the color of the object which the preceeding child
hcilds. Add varying shade's between these as children
prowess.

Rubber iriner`tubes of varying sizes: trailer, 20" bicycle,
24tbicycle, cabs, trucks, tractors. "
Each player is given, an inflated tire tube. Upon, signal,
whoever, has the Idgest tube brings it (in a disignated
manner) to the center of the playing area of the pool
(use shallow end for non-swimmers and deep end for
swimmers). The person(s) possessing the next largest
tube brings it and stacks it upon the first, etc.
Check for accuracy. Have children explain their answer.
Have each child sit. in the tube which he was given.
Direct them to scatter throughout the playing area of
pool. Upon signal they paddle together forming an
ordered line of tubes from smallest to largest. If ther are
sufficient tubes, do this in a race by teams (water polo
hats may be worn to identify team members). Encourage
evaluation of resulting order of tubed to come from the
children. Let them correct any mistakes. For the less
cognitively developed children decrease the number of
tubes used (perhaps begin with only two sizes). As the
understanding of the concept seems to increase, increase
also the number of size tubes used.

IV. Composition of Classes
Conceptual Problem:
A. Definitionability to organize classifiable material into a hierarchy of

classes and subclasses founded on similarities and differences among..
objects. This problem involves the limitations of centering, irreversibility
transductive reasoning and concreteness.
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8. Playgrountland gymnasium gamei and activities .tqeallrailli
.devItIoNpment of composition of classes. ,"
1. and Redheads :.:

Equi "'-
Procedure Instr(ictor calls out either blonds, brunettes, or:redheads.

. jf be calls blonds, only blonds fojlow his dirictions,
all hlonds do four.jumping jacks.

-Concept: Instru ctor may add other hierrarchiaiclassifications to
game such as boys, girls, children. Instructor may ask

-.question's such as "Are there mo're Redheads or boys?"
2. What's the Difference?

Equipment: None. . -

Procedure: The teacher executes a sequence of mavement patterns.
(jump forward, a hop backward once,. jump sideways,
hop forward once, jump forward three times).

Concept: Children attempt to -imitate the sequence. Children
attempt to clailifie-sequece into categories such as all
movements, were forward Or backward except for one
,that was sideways. 3

C. Games and activities which may be conducted in the swimming pool to
enhance the cognitiye development of composition of classes.
1. Round and Not
Equipment: A number of each of the following: ping pong balls

(whiteor painted yanous colors) corks, golf tees, stones
paNg various colors (some round, some flat), inner
tubes, hula hoops, kick boards, rubber balls orany other
objects which are flat or round.

Procedure: Toss all objects into the pool (omit the objects that sjnk
for-the non-swimmer): For beginner swithmers place
Objects that 'link in the shallow end and for the
swimmers place some in'the deep end. Using one flat
object and one round object show' "round" and "flat".
Upon signal direct children to gather as many flat
objec4 as they can. Check for accuracy upon
completion. Repeat but direct children to get round
'objects.

Concept: Have children explain why they felt all the objects they
retrieved belong to the class called for. May be repeated
for objects that a) float,"b) sink, c) round and float, d)
round and sink,e) a particular color, f) a particular color
and hape, g) a particular color, shape and float or sink.

2. Red Rover, Red Rover _ -

- Equipment: None.
Procedure: All Children line- up at one edge of the poo One person

(br teacher) is designated as "it". "It"' ves tO center
- of p*Ing area and calls out "84Rover, Red Rover, let

e4 the boys come over". All boysattempt,to cross to the



other side without being tagged by "it ". Those that' are
tagged help "it" next time. Repeat calling girls, or all

- children.
Concept: . Point out that there is a group of 1) children, 2) girls and

3) boys. Ask children to identify,_ to which group or
groups a particular child would belong (i.e., Mary fits
group #1 and ,#2). After beginning with the group
"children" and subgroups of "boys" and "girls" add the
element of color. Color is determiped by bathing suit
color. Call for boys/red or girls/blue or all
children/yellow, etc.,. Again ask children to' identify
groups, subgroups and justify their responses (i.e.,
boys/red and boys/non-red and subgroup of boys and
groirp of all children).

V. Egocentricity in Representation of Objects
Conceptual Problem:

A. Definition-The ability to imagine an object from the perspective of
another person. This problem involves the limitations of egocentrism and
Concreteness.,

8. Playground and gymnasium gaines and activities to enhance the cognitive
development of egocentric object 1-epresentation.

1. Part of the Whole
Equipment: A vafiety of playground equipment (i.e., bats, balls,

jumpropes).
Procedure: The child doses his eyes and is given an object and

allowechb touch only a part' of the object. When he
identifies the object he uses it tondo an activ

Concept: Child learns to deterrnin ' y representation
o : 1-- o increase the difficulty-of the task
the instructor .can decrease the area of dbject-Muched.

2. Symbol Relay
Equipthent: Balls of various sizes
Procedure: Place three different size balls (football, soccerball,

softball) ,inside a two foot circle. Two children are
fifteen feet from the balls, standing across from each
other. A box of different size, balls are placed ten feet_.
frofn each. child's starting line which is near a twofoot
circle. The children must hop to their box and try to
duplicate the exact pattern of balls in the center ciitle7_
then hop back to starting line. He can only take one ball'

itimekto his circle.
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Concept: When child can complete this task, The instructor asks ,

the children to play thetsiirn' e game but this time the
children must -pint the balls in the same position. Each
cbild-rhust imagine the objects froth the perspective of
the other child.

and Activities which may be conducted in the swimming pool to
enhance the cognitive development of egocentric object representation.

1. Will-o-the-Wisp (American Red Cross, p. 136)
Equipment: BlindfoldsJor each player and a bell or whistle.
Procedure: "This very interesting game is preferably played with six

or eight swimmers. All are blindfolded except one
f, person who is "it" and has a bell (or Aistle). "it '

submerges and swims under water. Each time he surfaces
he must ring the bell and those blindfolded try to tag
him. The player who tags the bellman becomes "it" and
gets the bell. The tagged player joins the blindf
group, and the game continues." The
simplified by shortening the
area.

Concept: This game

can be
les of the playing

. _
used to enhance child's awareness 'of

y in relation to-another person by use of auditory
rather than visual cues.

de Relay (American National Red Cross, 1969).
E.quiprilerit: Logs, barrels, poles, life buoys and/or other floatation

devices -

Procedure: "Teams line up at edge ot,pool. At a signal the first
swimmer in each team races to a log anchored in the
water, climbs over the log, turns and swims under it, and
returns to start. Then the second swimmer- follows suit,
and the procedure is repeated in turn by the remaining
team membeis..."

Concept: This activity should be helpful in enhancing the child's
concept of such -things as "over", "under", "behind",
'In front oft etc. Task may be modified to suit the y e et-
of swimmers and progress in acquisition

-
For

3. Mind Reader
Equipment'.

Procidure:_

example, initial stages of _ game may be to, __ ----

"go-around" the object and come __back-. For
non-swimmers this may-be done-in-shillow water and for,
swimmers water. Additional obstacles may

ed with different tasks at each (I.e., go around a
log, go over an inner tube, go under a pole, come up in
the middle of the ring buoy, etc.).

Stones partially painted or
blocki4naik of each kind.
One child sits "Indian" fashion on deck at the side of
the pool with a number of stones in front of him. The

colored wooden
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Concept:

Equipment:
Procedure:

remainder of the stones are placed at .the edge of the
pool." Each child must select stones and place -Them in
front of himself in such a way so they will look to him,
just as the 'leader's" stones look to the leader. The child

,becomes a "mind reader" upon successful completion of
the task.

The purpose of this.activity is to provide the child with
an opportunity to take the "other person's point of
view" in relation so; objects. Initially the procedure may
simply -be to 1) select the exact objects as the leader has,
2) order the same as the leader from left to right and
then 3) be certain that objects are facing in the correct
direction as Use only one or two objects in the
beginning` and increase the number of objects-as-the
children seems to progress through -this concept.
Children may select necessary objects and then arrange
them correctly on top of a kick board floating upon the
water. Once completed, they may "swirn"-the kick board
to a designated finish line.

Rope and/or hula hoops.

From the pool deck have the child jump over the rope
and into the water. Vary the height of the rope as well as

' its distance from the child. Place Hula Hoop in the water
and direct the child to jump from the deck in front of
hoop, behind it, into its center, to the right of it, etc. In
deep water, the children may dive rather than jump
through the hoop.

Concept: These activities provide experiences for the child to
furiher develop an internalized awareness of the

-relationship of his body and it's movements to objects in
hi! environment.-

5. on Says

Equipment:
Procdure:

None.

One child is "Simon" and faces the rest of the group.
"Simon" selects any activity and says "Simon says to do
this.. ." and sh:,-..v> the children. The children must then
duplicate his movement.

Concept: Select activities involving only one side of the body, or
one limb. The objectrof the game is for children not to
"mirror", that activity but to perceive it from "Simon's
point of view and duplicate it. They must perceive that
for example, if "Simon" slaps the water with his right
hand they cannot use their left, but must also. use their
right hand.

.s +

Two of the dare traditional Piagetian conceptual problems can be
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incorporated into all the.gross-motor ganles. The first conceptual problem of this
nature is Egocentricity in Social Relations which is related to the child's ability
to take another person's point of view toward a physical display. At the
preoperational subperiod, the child is capable of what Physical educators have
termed "parallel play". Piaget extends this by implying that the child is
incapable of intercommunication with another child because he is unable to take
the role of the other. The-child is striving toward increased mobility of thought
which will permit the child to shift rapidly back and forth between his own view
point and that of another person. With increased mobility of thought
(approximately seven years of age), the child begins to be interested in games
with rules. In order to play such a game, one must be able to conceptualize the
roles of the other players, and in fact, a child develops this interest at the same
time that he begins to show in other ways his emancipation from egoCeniricity
(Phillips, 1969). This concept finds its home in the very essence of structured
games andactivities. The instructor may further point or draw out from the
child the roles and rules governing other players in the game.

The second conceptual problem which ii incorporated in all grossmotor _
games consists of time, movement and velocity. These concepts are dependent
on each other. For instance, when a child throws'a ball at a target hp begins to
perceive the relationship between the bill, its siie, sperm, distance, weight iif the
ball and the accuracy of the throw. The instructor's role should be to point these
relationships out tothe child and begin to draw out explanations from the child
as he prcigresses in his acquisition of these concepts.

Summary

Although many approaches have evolved using physical education activities to
enhance intellectual development no attempt has been made to align these/
activities with a specific theory.

, This paper demonstrated the application of physical education activities, to
Piagetian Theory. Specific conceptual problems which a child functioning within
the Preoperationil Peeiod exhibits difficulty solving were listed and defined.
Appropriate Physical activities to assist in the solution of each conceptual
problem were presented.

'This paper was designed to present a pratical application of Piagetlan concepts
based on the information presented in the previous paper: Winnisk
Piaget,Based Early Developmental Experlenccal Recreation and
Physical Education.
American Association for Health, Phytiettfztucation and Recreation,

a
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- PIAGET, SELF-CONCEPT AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
John F. Hayes

In developing the theme of this paper, I will first discuss self-concept, then
delve into some tenets, of Piaget's theory which seem relevant to us in physical ,
education and which relate to self- concept.

In early childhood the youngster,sees himself as the.center of the universe. Ho
is capable of seeing things only from his own viewpoint, and the world revolves
aroundbhirn and hit desires.,Gradually his understanding broadens, and he begins
to see himself in. a more realistic perspective. This self-concept includes both
tib4v the individual sees himself and how he feels that otheri see him. Closely

4y related to. and gAtly affecting these two aspects of Self-concept is the way that
others actually dcsee and act toward the individual.

Self-concept. is a phenomenological approach, and has been given increasing
attention by psychologists in recent years. Many, including this author, view
self-concept as the most'important single factor in determining human behavior
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and performance. Bfrgge and Hunt (1962, p. 429) state that "Schools should do
what they can to help children achieve adequate concepts of self. This may well
be the most important of the recommendations we can make. To a large degtee a
person's achievement is limited to what. he thinks he can achieve."

A book that should, be "must" reading for educators and parents is Purkey's
Self.Concept and School Achievement (1970). Purkey states (p. 10) "perhaps
the single most important assumption of modem theories about the self is that
the maintenance and enhancement of the perceived self is the motive behind all
behavior."

While pa.rts of the self-concepit are in a constant state of flux, overall it is
relatively stable, and fortunately so, as self-concept is the foundation of
personality. Ausubel lend Robinson (1969) point'out that it is important for an
individual to have a stable and favorable view of himself. In order to maintain
this stable self-concept, a person will often distort or reject interpretations of
reality that are in conflict with his own assessment of himself. This is recognized
and explained by various psychological theories. Piaget would describe this as a
failure to accommodate, with the individual distorting reality in order to
assimilate it,into his existing cognitive structure. We will return to this point
shortly. Rogers (1951) states thatexpetiences are either to) organized into some
relationship with the self, (b) ignbred as being irrelevant to the self, or (c) denied
or distorted because the experience is inconsistent with the structure of the
self-concept. Freudian defense mechanisms are extensively used in this,situation.

If it were not for this relative stability of self-concept, most of us would
probably be failures in life. Most things Worth accomplishing have some,
set-backs before the final goal is reached. If a single defea changed the
self-concept for that particular endeavor to "I can't",, most of us would not
accomplish very much. Conversely though, circumstances often dictate a higher
concept of one's self than does exist. A boy or girl not accustomed to winning
might attribute an unexpected victory to luck, and downgrade the role that their
ability played, just as the individual who expected to win would use defense
mechanisms to explain why he lost.

Purkey (1970) points out that success is hard to handle tvhen a person has
had many failures. Aronson and Carlsmith (1962) found that studenti who
expected to do poorly were more contented when they did so than were those
who had low expectations, but did well. Fes-tingers theory (1957) of cognitive
dissonance seems relevant to this point. When results do not fit the individual's
concept of himself, dissonance is produced. To keep dissonance at a minimum,
the child will do whatever is necessary to have his behavior fithistielt-concept

wand expectations thereof. .

Beisser (1967) relates many instances of athletes who seem to have all of the
physical ability to be champions, bgtjust can't seem to win the big one.
Sometimes, after finally winning a championship, these individuals seleprecate
themselves as lucky, unworthy of victory over the champ, and so on. Only after
a period of time do they adjust to being a champion. Certainly, the individual
who does not see himself as being capable of winning a championship has very
_little chance of winning it. If he should win, this success does not fit his
selfoncept, and some adjustment must be made, either of his self-concept or of

-
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the data in question. The teacher or coach must be ready to reinforce the proper
<adjustment, which is toward amore positive concept of himself. 4

Having an individual feel that he is actually better than his performance
indicates does have come obvious advantages. If a person is noisyet performing at
the level he is capable of reaching, to accept defeat would certainly be harmful.
One of the real problems in teaching and coaching is to prevent collapse of the
self-concept after repeated failures

Bandura (1969) has made the observation that a low self-concept often has a
good reaon for existence. If a person ties achieved poorlyover a period of time,
he is cognizant of his performance, and his self-concept suffers accordingly.
Regardless of our success in improving a person's self-concept, that new image
will not survive in the face of non-confirming experiencet.

It doesn't do much good to convince an individual that he is a great sprinter,
only to have him finish last in the race. Unless aperson has some psychological
problems, his self-concept will be fairly well based on reality. There will be some
"bright spots" and some "not-so.bright spots?' These bright spots come about
through success. Many students may have academieprOblems, but achieve some
measure of success in physical education. For these children it is especially
important that we provide some positive school experiences._

-There are many -fleets to the self- concept. Some of these facets may be very
important to an individual's concept of himself, while othersare peripheral and
relatively unimportant. As a common example, boys may often see their athletic
prowess as extremely important, with academic ability as a relatively
unimportant- factor. Teen-age girls often see femininity as a more important .

element of the self than athletic ability (Coleman, 1961). We must be very
careful, however, not to assume that something is important or unimportant
because of what an individual might say. "I don't care" is a primary technique of
ego protection, often used when the individual may care a great deal. Freudian
rationalization may well be present.

Self-concept hai often been referred to as the "self-fufilling prophecelliii
person sees himslef as being capable of doing something, he has a good chance of
accomplishing that task. Successful coaches always seem to have a knack of
building confidence in their players. Con9dence is nothing more than a positive
self-concept of one's abilities in a given situation. When an individual is
successful in something that is important to him, the successseems to affect not
only that particular aspect of self-image, but other areas as well.

Glasser (1969) makes a strong plea for doing away with scholastic eligibility
requirements in extra - curricular activities. The child who is not doing well .
academically may from success in athletics, debate or the.schcool
play. This success n found to have a iSositiite effect upon the individual's

"self-concept as a student. If we take away the only opportunities that an
individual has for success, and leave_him with only the areas in which he is
experiencing failure, the result to the self-concept is obvious. There is no way to
go but down.

Some of the best examples of psychological limitations can be found in track.
For years the top milers. were running within split seconds of four,minutes, but
always with the belief that a four minute mile was physically impossible. When
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Roger Bannister finally broke the four minute barrier, many runners soon
followed suit and accomplished something they had previously believed was
impossible. The self-concept is much like this feeir-minute barrier in track. When
an individual believes that there is a limitation, be it mental, physical or
whatever., he will not exceed this limitation.

With the significance of the self-concept hopefully established, let us move on
to Piaget and to some of the implications that his work has for physical
education and self-concept. Piaget has not, at least to my knowledge, dealt
directly with self-concept. However, his work does have many implications for
those of us who ate concerned with this aspect of development. Some of these
areas are developmental level, stages of learning, transcluctive thinking, language
acquisition and adaptation. I am sure that there are other areas of his work that
we could apply, but I will confine Myself to the above.

Self-concept is both affective and cognitive. It involves how we feel about
ourselves and what we know, or assume to know, about ourselves, our abilities
and our shortcomings. While Piaget has not devoted much time to effect, he
readily acknowledges the importance of the affective domain. "Affective life,
like intellectual life, is a continual adaptation, and the two are not only parallel
but interdependent, since feelings express the interest and value given to actions
of which intelligence provides the structure" (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958, pp. 347
348).

Perhaps one of the more obvious aspects of Piaget's work for self-concept is
in the area of language acquisition. Ginsburg and Opper (1969, p. 901, in
discussing Piaget and language, state that:

".. -.in his initial experience with language, the thing (or action) and
the word for it are simultaneously present, and the two are seen as a
whole. The word is in a sense part of the thing, and vice versa. It
takes a long time for the child to fully disassociate the word from its
referrent; he 'mist learn that the word bears a totally arbitrary_
relation to that which it refers to and is not a part of h.Even in the
period uhder discussion (four to seven years), the child has not fully
grasped the relation between word and thing."

A child may be eleven or twelve years of age before he is able to fully
separate the word and the action. If this is the case, then being called a
"dummy" in fact makes one a "Crurnrox.". This helps to explain why younger
children are so upset when someone calls them a name. The, implications of this
factor in language acqUisitiop are apparent. In dealing with younger children, we

ust be extremely careful in our choice of words. When a child fails to perform
pr perly, the statement that guesslrou're not strong enough (or whatever,) to
do that stunt" can have serious effects on the self-concept. Conversely though,
telling a child that he is "good" makes him "good." We are quite likely to get
the kinds of, performancethat we expect from a child if the child knows what
our expectations are, and if he feels that it is within his capabilities.

Transductive reasoning is another idiosyncrasy of early stages of development
that may hive a bearing on self-concept. Piaget (1951) defines transductive
thinking as_a preoperational method in which the child goes from particular to
particular. Flalrell (1963, p. 1601 comments. "Centering on one salient element
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of an event, the child proceeds irreversibly to draintas conclusion from it some
other, perceptually compelling happening." Our 8 year old demonstrated this
type of thinking for us recently. We were discussing how dark it was when we
got up in the morning. When I told her that each week the day got ten minutes
longer, she thought a moment, then ,eplied, "In six weertste-day---will-be--,-.-
twenty-five hours long." This type of reasoning could easily lead to "I can do
this, so I can do that," or conversely to "1 mill do this, therefore I can't do that
either." At this stage a-child cannot rely on reasoning to the extent that an adult
does, but must trust his perception to reach a conclusion. A child Can only see
that he has failed, whereas an adult is able to reason through the cause bf his
failure and try again. If this possibility exists, it is very important that we set up
our curriculum so that the child can experience success, and avoid as much as
possible, situations in which the child has a likelihood of failure.

Two somewhat related factor) that must be considered when teaching
physical eduCatiog activities are cognitive developmental level and the stage of
learning for the skill in question. While these two points do have similarities,
they are different in important, ways. Egocentricity is a factor in cognitive
development. Piaget comments (1969, p. 13) ". .the child's initial universe is
entirely centered on his own body and action in an egocentrism as total asitis_
unconscious..." Egocentrism is evident in stages of play, with the young child
progressing from solitary play throughparallel play, low organized games and
eventually into team sports, This is a cognitive decentering,in which the child is
gradually able to handle more and rnpreTnteractions with others. He tlecenters
his thinking from consideration of his viewpoint only to one in which he can
take into account many different factors. It would be very 'destructive to a
child's self-concept for aleacher to to teach, or worse yet to critize errors. at.
a stage the child is not yet capable of comprehending. An example might be in
Little League ba0ball. We often see coaches and parents berating a child for not
making the double pliy, when there just is no way that the individual could take
into consideration the runners on first and second, the batter and the ball, his
teammate moving to second, and so on. The child can handle one element in
relation to one other element, but not in relation to a combination of other
elements. For instance, he Can bandit the ball in relation to his glove, then in
relation to his teammate covering second, and so on. e andle the ball,
the baserunner and his teammate...all at once. He 1 ay come up with the right
play, intuitively, but not deductively until he reachesA cognitiVe age of perhaps
fourteen. We must be ready to help the,individual iyio the next stage when he is
ready-to -move forward, but just as pu'shing him ifro physical feats for which he
is not mature enough will destroy self-confidence, so pushing him in cognitive
areas with which he cannot yet cope with have the same harmful effect._

Piager identifies three levels of thought. First is the sensori-motor or plane of
action thought level. At this leVel the individual is.assimilating the motor skill at
the concrete level. The' second level is one of cognitive association, or a plane of
thought about an action. The individual can-describe and can think through the
physical skill. At the third stage, that of abstraction, the individual is able to
interpret and act out abstract thought. A "game plan" can be understood, and
the individual can improvise in a busted play situation. This third .stage is one



that we should not expect the individual to reach before the age of deductive
reasoning thought. Before that stage if we want a particular reaction, we must
drill that situation for a habit response.

Just as a young child is not able to think about other things when he is tying
his shoe, the student who is learning a motor skill at the first level must devote
his entire attention to that particular skill (Oxendine's fixation stage). If we as
teachers step in and attempt to teach or to criticize the individual at this level
for anything other than the skill itself, the individual's confidence will be
shaken. We've all seen many examples of a basketball player busily dribbling the
ball down the court, quite oblivious of a teammate open under the basket. If the
dribbler is operating at the abstract level with this skill, a "gentle" word from
the coach regarding the merits of team play may be in order. However, if the
player is operating at stage one, all concentration must be on the skill itself.
Talking to him about passing to the open man will only cause him to divert
attention from the skill, causing him to fail. We have everything to Jose and
nothing to gain when we criticize the individual who is functioning at level one
thought for not passing theball.

In our teaching we must recognize the three levels of thought, and help the
individual to gain confide in.,himself at each level. In accomplishing this, we
Mutt allo.threeireas as pirt of our practice sessions. Again, it -1st_

important to differentiate concentration and stages of learning. An individual',
may be at the point where he can cognitively handle team interactions, and yet
be at stage one of skill learning, where all attention must go into the skill. Or he
may be at stage three of skill learning, where he can think abstractly about the
skill, and yet not be cognitively at a ,point where he can handle the complex
interactions necessary, for instance, in moving without the ball in basketball.

Piaget's functional invariant of adaptation with its two component's;
assimilation andeCcommodation, has implications for self-concept. Cognitively,
assimilation is the process of making_idditions to pre-existing schemas, or of
reorganizing information into existing structures to adjust to new conditions or
new information. Accommodation is the process of changing the existing
structure to fit new input.

We might consider Archie Bunker as an assimilator. If Archie heard that a
black outscored the whitei on an examination, he would not accommodate, or
change his schema of blacks as inferior, but would distort the facts to fit his
existing mental schema on blacks. He might conclude that the black cheated on
the. exam, or that the questions were not fair. Edith tDingbat)-, on the other
hand, accommodates, or changes, her existing schemas to fit everything she is
told.

More realistically,. assimilation and accommodation are complimentary
processes, occuring simultaneously. We both assimilate and accommodate as new
information is fed into the existing schemes. An extremely important point that
Piaget makes is that we can adapt to new input only'if there is a pre-existing
schematic Structure capable of handling the information. in question. For
instance, if a period were to sit in on an advanced chemistry lecture with no
prior exposure to chemistry, he would get very little from the lecture. It is not a
question of intelligence, but simply of not having arli pre-existing schemas to



vihiah the lecture can be adapted. Another example would be listening to a
lecture in a foreign language. Without a prior knowledge of the language, we
cannot adapt to the content.

Archie Bunker also illustrates for us the importance of the affective domain
in structuring the cognitive domain. Archie does not accommodate his existing
cognitive structures to fit the new.input because of emotional feelings about
blacks. Too often, we cannot change our self-concept, or accommodate to new
input, because of affect. If we do not "feel good" about ourselves,success does
not fit our cognitive schemes. We are apt to attribute our success. to something
other than our abilities.

Let's look at two examples of how an event might or might not be adapted to
our cognitive structure. If I were sent .up to bat against a major league pitcher
and hit the first pitch over the fence, I would attribute this feat to "dumb luck"
(especially since my eyes probably would have been closed when I swung). There
is nothing in my concept of myself which accommodates to this new input, I do
not see myself as a hitter. I don't "feel good" about myself as a baseWl- fplayer.
But suppose nOw that you have a young minor league player who is a good
hitter, and has a great deal of confidence in himself. Given that same situation of
hitting the first pitch over the fence, his reaction will be very different from
mine: He-wilt probablrfeel that "Hey, I can hit these guys just like Chit those
minor leaguers." And if we both come to bat again,,I don't have to tell you
which one is more likely to hit another one over the fence, even assuming that
,physical potential's are equal.

In our teaching and coaching, we Must take into consideration not only the
physical potential of the individual, but the self-conCept as well. If an individual
has great physical potential and has a good self concept, a few failure?before he
achieves success are not apt to change his beliefs about himself. Failure is foreign
to his mental schema, and he will reject it,Given that same physical ability,
however, in a person with a. poor self-concept, the teaching situation is very
different. Failure would be assimilated into, and strengthen, the pre-existing
schema of failure. Success does not fit into the schema, and cannot be
accommodated. This second individual must be put into situations where he can
experience a series of successes, even though each may be a very small step.
When dealing with self concept, there are no small victories: Every success isan
important one.

If we were teaching math, most of ,us could probably agree that you start
with the simple things and build toward the complex. If we were to start with
the complex, most students would give up after experiencing repeated failures.

e`- existing

be violating Piaget's theog that we can adapt only tc(that for which
-existing schemas have been developed which are capable of both assimilating

the new information and accommpdating to it.
If we can assume that the cognitive aspects-of self-concept are developed in a

similar fashion, we cap recognize that self-concept should also be built on a
progressive basis. Each child must be able to experience successes which help
him to develop a cognitive structure to which he can both accommodate and
assimilate future successes.

Let's go back briefly to a few statements made earlier. Purkey (1970) pointed
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out that success is hard to handle when a person has had many failures. Might it
be that the existing schemes relating to abilities of the individual are all negative
and the adaptation to the new information simply is not possible?

Beisser (1967) pointed out the difficulty that many people have in adjusting
to championship roles, and of consistently playing like champions after they do
reach the top. Certainly, there are many complex factors in this situation. It
seems to me though, that one real message here for us as-educators is that we
must build schemes of success in our students. We must !flake sure that the
framework is there to accommodate and assimilate to success. If we are to do
this, we must make sure that each student is able to achieve succ,ess'consistently

tmenough that this success fits into the existing schemas. We must build confidence
in our studewo the extent" hat they, expect to succeed. Binh assimilation and
accommodation are necessary. The success must approximate expectations and
beliefs about the self closely enough that it can be assimilated. At the same time,
accommodation takes place in that the schema is changedto include these new
achievements.

In our constant Itriving for championships in the coaching aspect of our
profession, we may set goals that are unrealistic for some of our students. In
physical education dasses we must set our standards,*ftot for varsity
competition, but for the individual student. If our goals are too high, we relegate
many students to failure. If a student is performing at his full potential, we
should consider that performance as successful, and that success could help to
start building toward other successes. What is most important is not that we turn
out a champion golfer or tennis player, but that we teachAfie skills well enough
that the student learns to enjoy them'and desires to participate in,them, both for
-fun and for health, throughout his lifetime. We too often 'consider winning as
success and losing as failure. What is a good performance? Is it par golf? Or is it
120 with a lot of exercise and a lot of relaxation? I am not suggesting that we
settle for mediocrity. What I am suggesting is that we set standards for success
that are within the grasp of the individual. For the good athlete, lets talk about
par, and let him equate success with par. But, for the average student, and most
of us know that the average person does not shoot par golf, let's set standards
that allow for success within the abilities of that individual. Our attitudes must
be such that we can recognize the small steps as successes, and use them tobelp
each individual puill a ,new mental schema of hipelf as someonewho is capable
and successful, as someone who "feels good" about himself, Again, dealing with
self-cc;ncept, there are no small.victories.

In working with children in physical education, we should, be able to find
something in which most children can be proficient. For instance; if we examine
the components of fitness: strength,,power, speed, endurance, agility, flexibility,
and so on, most children should have some area in which they can -succeed.
Perhaps it will take some imagination on the part of the teacher, and some
children may excel at nothing greater than being a good helper with equipment
after class. More important than skills, though, is the child's knornsige that,he is
liked and accepted. Despite lacking in skills, most individuals; sfill have
pretty good self-concepts if they are liked and accepted by

'hierarchy of needs points out the importance of being accepted by others.



In summarizing, it seetn's that the one message that comes through over and
over is that we must build ladders of success for our students. Curriculum must
be geared to individual abilities so that each individual can experience'success.

.
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ON THE APPLICABILITY OF PIAGETIAN THEORY
TO MOTOR AND AFFECTIVE DYSFUNCTION

George D. Patrick

INTRODUCTION

Therapeuikintervention has been known for its lack of methodological and
theoretical uniformity. Piagetian theory:has received considerable currency in
developmental psychology, early childhOod, education and, more recently,
therapeutic intervention. The application of Pjaget's theory and methodology
provides a chance for consistency between -theory and pra.ctice but its
acceptance' brings considerable controversy. It is the thesis of this paper that,
while much of Piaget's methodology is applicable to programming for atypical
populations, especially exceptional children, application of his theory is highly
problematic.

Four sections of this paper are,to be undertaken,. (1) relevant aspects of
Piaget's theory are examined, (2) the application of this theory in the practice of
therapeutic intervention is reviewed, (3) Piaget's methodology, and is
therapeutic applicability is discussed and (4) situations from therapeutic settings
are used to summarize the applicability of Piaget's-works to motor and affective
dysfunction..
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Jean Piaget refers to himself as a genetic epistemologist. He is first a

philosopher of intelligence and only methodologically a developmental child
. psychologist. As an epistemologist P.saget is concerned not only with the nature

of knowledge, but especially with .the structures of the mind and the processes
by which knowledge is acquired. He is unique as a philosopher for his
examinatidn of the growth and development process. His is no armchair
philosopher.

Piaget has placed his theory in relation to th'e modern period of philosophy
by reviewing Des Cartes, a rationalist. GoCke, 'Berkely, and-Hume, empiricists,
and Kant, who made, an heroic attempt to synthesize those two disparate
philosophical-positions.

As I see rt, modern philosophers have abandoned many of their traditional
concerns to focus upon the problems of knowledge. A radical, but significant,
phihophical position," linguistic analysis, suggests that with idcreasing

sophistic:at:on in empirical:,science, the only. philosophical problems rettnaining,
are the policing of language (Lanky, 1952; Austin, 1965). Piaget, too, is'
pirnacikcdncerned with the problems of knowledge, but he views

_ ___clevelopmentaLpsychology_as....an_empidcal _sesaurce_fot _the __generation _qt _

-,,epistemological theory.
Piageti theory has achieved in a somewhat scientific manner the synthesis

that Kant was seeking. The synthesis mutt explain the Subject-object (self- world)
relationships and must answer the concerns of DesCartes' thesis of innate
knowledge:and Locke's a ntithetictlefk 'slate" view of thi'mind, -

As 3 self - proclaimed epistertiologist it is,tinlyiiir to ask Piaget What it is thaf
hurQn, being inherits as far at his ihtellectUel rtftirs is concerned. He writes

It is obvious, in the first', place filiat..certain hereditary factors
, condition intellectual development, Strethat can he interpreted in

two ways so different in their .hiplOgicattneaninithat confusing one
with the other is probe*. -what fies, Obftiscated the classic
controversy over innate 14easindepistejnological a priorism (1952,

:P.1).
Piiget's postorin is neither hereditarran nor environmentalistic, it both. It is

interac-tionistic. He has presenter4, picture of cleyelotirhent, as a -process of
changes in,,the structure of behavlor and of thought' that, origittatt from the
infant or child interactip,g;with his circumstances. He 'ha:Idsthat a newborn
infaAttornes,,eqUipped.:not with a store,Of:ideat and concerits but with a
luoctiona1enupleue,,of the intellectual" OrgenTzAtion which

orient thelpperc#tion of the wOrld structujei;_tfteInind and.plecliate its

.
. coettotalriV reality. This frctiori begins, prelutealgy,;es Altura:11Y istreathing.

Ifgrowsrby furct)oni.:N .develoRs levels of inCriltsingsoph-litication through
:4 ,-

The simplicitWOf a neonate moving
his arms and legOs.alreas9 engaged frit oceif jr4x Oxibly, leading to the most
prfound medtal-iprocessesificirelly.,etcmdnueitii.4deal With" his environment

gradually,accurriulatetincniesingWelabqrate-literria. ombining them. 'ding,
them toscorrectit fikspericeptibrimtin);FAtiem79restryclurethe incigkv data

. -
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Crucial to.this paper is the dynamics Of motivation. Piaget holds that every
human being has a continuing and powerful need to act and to know. Motivation
and cognition are inextricably combined in their own dynamic. The possession
of a structure requires the exercising of 4. Yet, in the process of exercising it,
further schemes are developed. Extrinsic motivators are not required. Cognitive
structures are self-motivating.

The cause- 1 basis for epigenetic changes in 'behavior and thought are the
Processes Piaget calls accommodation, assimilation, and lack of equilibrium
between the infant's behivioral repertoire and circumstances encountered.

While accon=dation and assimilation are important concepts ' Piaget's
proc4s of equilibration is 'a 'concept whittildi, greatest concern for
therapeuticinterverfors. According to Piaget the human organism never achieves
equilibNum; it seeks stimulation, it tends to do that which it can. Thus each
internalized' oog iiitive structure' involves affective self-regulation, its own
motivational ;dynamic_ From within the individual, this regulation is termed
interest, effort, selection, drive, etc.; viewed from the outside, this affective
regulation is based on the perceived value of the objects concerned and of the
solution Sought. Even from the objective viewpoint, cognitive structures are seen

s by Piet as selfinotivating. -

Piaget's observations of early childhood development have allowed -him to
w important theoretical hypotheses not only from conceptualizations of

havioral development, but also from conceptualizations of intelleigence and
'vition. Hunt (1969) notes that Piaget's observations and theories .

.prov definitive answers to few questions. Rather they serve to open doors
and t ke issues for investigation."-

APPLICABf LITY bF filAG ETIAN TI4E6RY

Piaget's theoiy nyist now be pfiCed along side current theories and, perhaps
more tairiortantly, problems in the area of motor and affective dysfunction. In
this way we can observe structural-conceptual fit or misfit, styles or remediation,
and problems dealt with or 'overlooked by the application of Piagetian genetic
-*epistemology.

In 1969 J. McVick er,Hent undertook the task of comparing Piagenantheory\
with some major theoretical postures in psychology. He compared Piaget with
Gesell, S-R7iitehaviciriits, Gestalt Psychology, Psychoanalysis and Drive Theory.
A carefiA reading of }Aunt gives some general insights into the limitations of
Piaietian theory upon which it seems appropriate to comment in this paper.

-Piaget describ8 an epigenetiesystem of changes in the structure of behavior
as essentially pre-determined, altered by sensori-motor interaction between the

antOr child and his environment:Those involveviith the change of behavior
ar condemned to very. real limitations based upon individual maturity and

""r iness", Piaget and learning theorists take issue over the concepts of
readiness and motivation which appear to be critical concems of the is
intervention. Learning theorists are concerned with aperient conditio which
enjoin the individual to action. According to Skinner and to behavior theorists
generally, the modifications in behavior that constitute shaping occur because of.
rewardinents that follow this occurrence, They view the individual as
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basically passive and inactive. They search forextrinsic reinforcing consequences
of desired behavioral modifications...usually attributed to events which directly
follow that modification. Piaget, on the other hand, calls into question extrinsic
modifiers of behavior. While he is most concerned with matters cognitive and
epistemological, he deals with this subject in his notion of "lack of equilibrium".
Piaget's observations suggest strongly that changes in behavior (Ind in cognitive
structures) come at the time when the learner encounters circumstances which
will not permit him to proceed as anticipated. These circumstance upset the
child's equilibrium and force him into accommodations. Piaget views the child as
active in the seeking out of dissonance (Festinger, 1957). The child is seen as
seeking stimulation through novel situations. In the language of Piaget,
reinforixment would consist not of achieving equilibrium, but in exercasMg
existing structures to the point where they achieve the child's anticipated goals
and would assimilate a modification in the behavioral structure as a result of
encounter with novel circumstances not beyond the child's adaptive limits. In
the therapeutic setting when there is gross disparity between the kind of
function needed to exist in society and the deviant or retarded functioning of a

particular individual, we need to deal actively with such categories as readiness,
motivation, ancisty.les cat leaming,The_theoreticaldifference.behveen Piagetand-
learning theorists poses this question. "Are we working from a repairman model
or a healer model?"Bakan (1 966)points up this distinction:

The healer assumes that the forces for healing are already inherent in
the sufferer. and these forces are to be released. In contrast, to the
repairman, the healer does not attempt to supply efficient cause, he

. only permits the existing forces to operate (p. 98).
The issue of intervention style is thrust open upon us when confronted by these
two theories. As a therapist, I am concerned with the aspect of Pie2etian thswy
which prohibits the repairman approach in therapy. For, if we take Piaget
seriously, it means that we must not see therapy as providing efficient cause, lint
instead as enabling exisiting forces within the individual to operate. Although
every effort is made on my part as a therapist to involve the child in the planning
of his own therapy, I feel restricted in my effort to provide therapy under this
limitation imposed by a Piagetian view. In Ltlewira developmental functioning
in gross Or perceptual-motor areas, socialemotional functioning in recreational
settings, play behavior, and the-like, 1 look for indications of what would
provide the most efficacious remediation program. I search for likely styles of
learniN (In hopes_ of providing efficient cause) and, the kinds of reinforcing
events to maximize the effect of Therapy. I do this not because I am a radical
behaviorist, nor because I lack respect for Piaget I do it because I have a child in
front ofine who is different enough to require special therapy.

Is Piaget being insensitive to the.therapeutic nee& of special populations? N
not from his point of view. Easley (1972) points out that "...Pia
shown little interest in individual differences , in i ity or in
differences in rates of progress thrbughth ectual development".
Piaget Is not Primarily a ciev tai psy ologisi; he is as stated before, a
genetieepiste ;eget did not set out to study cognitive development of
indiv s much less developmentally different individuals but rather the
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development of cognition. He is not being intentionally insensitive to individual
' differences and deviances. Yet, the fact remains that the genetic theory of

evolution from which Paget operates generally disregards variability within the
species.' Maier (1969) points out that "It is up to us to sort Piaget's concepts
for their relevance to research, teaching, and therapeutic intervention with
individual human being (p. 90)".

The question of developing creatively in children is strongly related to the
concerns of Piaget. Bishop (19711stresses intensive Ingitudinal training as
needed to attain creativity. The reant study by Reynolds (1673) indicated that
creative responding could be brought under immediate operant control. While
i; t term t, ....wig did not transfer to other circumstances, repeated training did
produce differences in creative responding. Reynolds (1973) states:

. . it is apparent that the provision of interesting materials,
continuous attehtion, and random praise are not sufficient to foster
the highest levels of creative responding in children. To insure the
emission of desired creative behavioral responses, reinforcement ih
the form of verbal approval of desired attributes of creativity must
be made-in an immediate and meaningful fashion (P. 83).

Thus, conflict arises with Piagetian theorists who ascribe_ creativity .to the
circumstances when children have maximum manipulatory impact upon their
environment as the similarities Elkind (1967) and Kohlberg (1968) point out
between Piaget and Montessori.

The areas in which Piagetian theory seem to have limited applicability for
therapeutic interventian are found in the concepts of readiness and its
encouragement, the style of intervention, and the problem of developing creative
responses.

PIAGET'S METHODOLOGY AND ITS APPLICABILITY

In general, Piaget's methodology has four attractive aspects for those involved
in making therapeutic interventions. (1) a client-centered approach; (2) a
non-judgmental semi-clinical interview; (3) child responses viewed as

non-defective; and (4) action as the initiai mode for knowing.
The clieritcentared approach is basic to Piaget's method for working with

children. in reading Piaget, one senses his ability to get irna-the heads of children
unmatched by other authors in developmental psycWOrogy. Piaget's approach is
to work with children as individuals one 0..a time rather than as a Bass or group
of individuals assumed to have similarities. His intent was to develop
epistemological generalizations from individual instances, an inductive approach.
Piaget tried to see the styes in general from the individual in particular.
Nevertheless, he fully respected the individual and his style of thinking and
behaving. .

The application of Piaget's client-centered approach gives credence to the
non-categorical approach (Linford, 1971) to remediation, that is, labels such as
"mentally retarded," "brain damaged," "emotionally disturbed," "cerebral
palsied," and the like are not useful in the planning for and--actuating of
programs gauged to increase levels of adaptive functioning. it encourages a

one-to-One approach to therapy, at least for diagnostic purposes. While the
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child-centered approach is not unique to Piaget, it is a principle often accepted
in word! nd most frequently breeched in the day-to-day operation of treatment
facilities and public schools. The concerns of the child for client) rarefy come
first in daily considerations of staff scheduling, administrative policy, and
day-to-day routine. To accept this aspect of Piaget's methodology is a

revolutionary, status quo upsetting posture in today's child caring institutions.
The semi - clinical interview used by Piagit is gauged.to find how the child is

functioning, to inquire and check the personal cognitive structures which exist at
that particular moment. Piaget methodically focuses upon the thought processes
of the chtid concerning an issue, but he artfully manages to remain non-directive.
The atmosphere created by Piaget comes through his reported interviews, it is an
atmosphere of a concerned adult accepting a child's responses as valid fo,r this
moment. In later childhood, Piaget often asks for evidence of their explanations
or suggests tentative alternatives, still the approach to the child is

nonjudgmental.
Many therapists would be comfortable with this aspect of Piaget's

methodology. His non-directive open discussion about an issue is not unlike
Rogerian dialogue or the play therapy guidelines of Axline. Piagetian theory is
entirely immersed in an attempt to comprehend children's cognitive schema,
_nevertheless, _he; faithfully pursues the direction .taken by the child. His
theorizing takes plaim after the data is recorded.

The semi-clinical interview gives birth to what might be Piaget's most
significant legacy to the art of therapeutic intervention. non-defectivity of child
response. Piaget insists that there are no "wrong" or dr.-fact:ye child responses. If
we remember that no human learner approaches anything in this environment as
a blank slate or empty computer program, then we are enjoined to determine
what potential underlies the entry behavior. Easley (1972) states:

We don't realize that children may be preadapted to think about
their environment in particular ways, and that many of these ways,
while different from, and even logically inconsistent with certain
scientific conceptions, nevertheless.. have great potential for
developing into currently acceptable scientific or other rational ways
of thinking,

From Piaget's point, of view, we fail to.respect the child's authenticity when
we conduct a skills analysis from an adult viewpoint. We Vew the child, in
Easley's words, "through the big end of the telescope". from the teacher-made
terminal objectives. Page after page, Piaget tells us by precept that children's
,responses are non-defective Our job as therapist educators is to free kids to
think the best way they can. Understanding can be encouraged and fostered, but
it is an autonomous development, according to Piaget. Those of us who have
been trained in analysis of human movement have to unlearn error correction as
our primary ,means for obtaining greater skill proficiency and substitute a more
positive approach perhaps as radical as that suggested by Seidentop (1972).

The similarity of -Piaget's principle of nondefective resptinse to other
therapeutic approaches is striking. The exjstential psychoanalytic approach uses
this technique to respect the client's integrity and the validity of his "her and
now" mode of being. The affinity to Rogers and Axline has been previously
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mentioned. Harris (19691 would label this kind of responding to children 'as an
'I'm OK, you're OK" transaction.

When Piaget's works are taken as a whole, the most revolutionary principle is
seen to be that knowledge develops from action. Action is the initial mode for
cognition. More advanced understandings grow out of simpler ones, but they
always originate in action settings and develop through actions. The
methodology implied by this principle transcends a simplistid emphasis in the
sensori-motor phase, in spite of the fact that Piaget devoted more detailed
analysis to the sensed-motor phase than any subsequent period. Regardless of
the develOOMental star, every neyr dimension Is first experienced by its physical
realities, Epigeneticl development proceeds...in identical sequence froni the
Physical to the psychological, from concrete to abstract, and from experience
with the object world, to the social world, and to the ideational world. In spite
of the fact that this development ends in'formal operations and the acquisition
of propositional knowledge, Piaget states that ". . .it consists in a gradua
construction of organs obeying the same functional laws (1952, p. 359)". P
gives us no rationale for a hierarchy of kinds of knowledge ofaiiy4o owing
even though he indicates in what order styles of knowing are coped. It is
erroneous for us to infer that sensori - mofor information sing is of less
worth than an abstract logical operation just because the, atter come later in
human cognitive,developMent.

Those of 'uswho work in mental health settings are well aware of the primacy c,
of action. Physical exertion and sensual experiencing have a powerful directness.
Physical involvement begets psychological involvement.2 The child placed on an
appropriately challenging but possible task, say, a four -Inch wide balance beam,
is able to derive considerably more benefit from pat than from a demonstration,
lecture, or group dish ussion on balance beam walking. Not only is the benefit in
improved physical skills, but concomitantly we see psychological benefits.

My experience in a residential treatment center over the past six years has
verified the principles that knowledge develops from action. The general
program objectives developed by the activity therapy team at Herman M. Adler
Center for Children are:

1. Basic physical skill competence.
2._Leaming how to learn physical skills.'
3. Learning to cope with new eyriences in physical activity, sports

and games.

4. Assessment and understanding of performance (Patrick, 1971):
These program objectives were interpreted specifically for each child in residence
ind negotiated with the child in terms of his own personal goals at a level which
he could comprehend. These goals ate heavily weighted toward gross motor
concerns.-They avoid the "learn that" or "learn about" in order to stress "learn
to" and "learn by doing". They are consonant with the principle that knowledge
develops from action.

It must be carefully stated that these activities were riot done to increase,
academic skills such as reading. To suggest this outcome is unfoupcled by
research (Ismail and Gruber, 1967).-instead we aimed to help the child build his
own organization of systematic knowledge based on the foundation of physical



interaction with his environment. It was expected that the child whose motor
responses were improved to the. point where he was experiencing facility in
building up such a systematic body of information would show general
improvement in learning as indicated by achievement measures and even in terms
of intelligence tests (which are an imperfect form of achievement measures). Our
experience confirms that we do move to /earn as we learn to move.

SUMMARY TH ROUGH EXAMPLES

1. Autism
Piaget's genetic epistemology required him to study the affective-perceptual

system elective attending begins early in life. Selectivity reveals interest, a
focalization of affect. As William James expressed it:

Millions of items of outward order are present to my senses which
never properly enter into my experience. Why? Because they have
no interest forme. My experience is what I agree to attend to. Only
those items which I notice shape my mindwithout selective interest
experience is an utter chaos. (1890, p'. 402).

When disturbances occur in attending in an extreme form of withdrawal from
.reality, it is called autism. Piaget.(1954) suggests that there is a stage of infant
development chiring which the child cannot distinguish from himself and-his
experiences. From this autistic stage, the infant comes to distinguish between
"I" and the "not -I ".

The developmentsof awareness of self_Js_crucial for outgrowing complete
autism. Piaget (1930rwrote:

in order to be ,objective, one must be conscious of one's "I".
Objective knowledge can °Illy be conceived in relation to subjective,
and a mind that was ignorant of itself inevitably tended to put into
things its own prenotions and prejudices, whether in the dgmain of
reasoning, of immediate judgment; or even of perce0on. An
-objective intelligence in no way escaptes from this law, but being
conscious of its own "I", will be able to say what, roughly, is fact
.and what is interpretation (1930, pp. 241.2).

Writing more directly about autism, Piaget said:
From the ontological viewpoint, what corresponds to this manner of
thinking (autism) is primitive psychological causality, proballly in a
.form that implies magic proper: the belief that any desire
whatsoever cantinfluence objects, the belief in the obedience of

. external things; Magic and autism are therefore two different sides of
one and the same phenomenon--that confusion between the self and
the world which destroys both logical truth and objective existence
(pp. 302-303).

While Piaget studied, thought and wrote about childhood autism, he did not
make direct suggestions for correcting this dysfunction. In fairness to Piaget,
however, he was describing autism as a normal stage of early development. Still,
it is a basic limitation of Piaget's theory of genetic epistemology that it does not
suggest practical approachesfor assisting the child through developmental stages.
We should expect his theory to geqerate experimental hypotheses. We should be
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/
-able to predict, observe and match the developmental stages as the child

becomes more aware of his own self, his actions and discriminates events caused
by his actions from those paused by, say, the therapist's actions.

Our attempts at this goal through activity therapy have been encouraged
(Costonis, 1974a, 1974b). The movement therapy approach takencjin hardly be
described as being implied or otherwise derived from Piaget. What is implied,
however, is that we first establish a consciousness in the autistic child of his own
selfhood and, second, establish the world of "not-I." What we gained from
Puget was the concept that autism is a normal stage of early childhood, that our
task was to help the child mired in this state of development to give up
perceiving autistically in favor of more veridical percepts. We wanted to change
the attractiveness of autistic stimuli-the child's stereotypic behaviors. To do this
we imitated these behaviors, made dances incorporating them, did them in
different positions in space and with differing magnitudes, teaching the child to
go the stereotypic behavior at will and in concert with the.movement therapist.

/We effected a change in the quantity, quality and intensity of the child's
behavior. It is believed that this diversification and controlled use of the
stereotypic begaviors was successful in ameliorating autistic perception (and we
know that it decreased the stereotypic behaviors) in that the ground upon which
the percept. _occurred _bad become more general. thus wearing off its gratification
glandes. -

In the use of swimming activities with autistic and inattentive profoundly
retarded children we have had occasion to teach an orienting response. In several
children between the- ages of four and ten, we have observed a lack of child
response to being submerged in water and released. These children made no
effort to reach for the activity therapist or to "climb" to the surface. This
submersion took place after pool orientation sessions and some familiarity with
instructor and roudrie was established. We dealt with this lack of response.by
progressively taking the child to a state of oxygen insufficiency (no easy task for
people who are trying to develop positive relationships with these children).
Through repeated trials we were able to help the child learn to recognize his .
system's incompatibility with a oxygen-less environment. a healthy respect for
the water. These children all learned to reach for the instructor who would then
rescue them from the underwater position. The method may seem extreme, but
it worked. We were able to get orienting or survival-type responses from these
otherwise disaffected children. These children made satisfactory adjustments to
the water and were able to gain the rudiments of water safety within their period
of residence, usually between four to eight months.

These examples of affective-perceptual disorders can be extended to
behavioral disorders in more mature, less severely involved patients. Therapy.for
emotionally disturbed children it not found in Piagetian theory. As practitioners
we know so little. As,Solley (1966) states, "The questions remain how affect
and perception are interrezted, what are the precise developmental sequences
and how affect-control behavior develops. The area is ripe for research and the ,

future eagerly awaits the ans*er (p. 302)".
2. Grass motor dysfundtion -2;-

Piaget expended the greatest amount of effort in the explication of the-Aida!
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sensori-motor period. This should be of particular interest to activity therapists
who work with children in therapeutic settings and physical education specialists
working with exceptional children in the public schools. My experience (Patrick,
1974) has been that the incidence of children needing gross motor remediation
runs between 5.14% in the public elementary schools and between 3Q-50% for
Children in residential treatment for behavioral disorders and nearly 80% of the
severely developmentally disabled need similar remediation. From normative
scales of growth and motor development, it is possible to assess the level of gross
motor functioning of a particular child. If he is significantly behind the norms
for his age, some remedial program is usually indicated. The problem of the
activity therapist or physical educator is to find appropriate "developmental"
activities-that is, activities which are at a sufficiently challenging level that do
not overwhelm the child. Hunt (1969) called this the problem of the match.
Certainly this principle finds acceptance in every theory concerning human
learning.

Of the `children identified as significantly behind in their motor development,
many, if not most, will deviate even further from the norm with each passing
year given their previous environment and their o n inadequate gross motor
learning style. When there is disorder in neurologi organization so that what is
apprehended of-reality for- a young child inhi ts development toward more
accurate apprehension of his world, intervention is indicated. Though we cannot
see inside his cognitive structures to ascertain the effect of gross motor therapy,
we must intervene with experiences which have some chance of helping the
child's perception of reality become more veridical.

What concerns me about Piaget, or at lost Mind's (1968) interpretation of
Piaget' is that wipe it is deemed possible to accelerate,a child's deyelpproent,
that acceleration is not desirable. Elkind mentions an optiOal for,-

.
learning--the problemmatic concept of readiness. Thine who aigirttc ,

Piagetian camp do not wish to Intervene to bring the child to learlitiL
child is not "ready" for The opposite view is posed by the
behaviorists and Bruner (1960) who insists that ". . .the foundations of any .

subject may be taught anybody at any age in some form (p. vii)4 Is there a ,

middle ground or synthesis? From a practical, clinical point of view, the doctrine
of postponement seems untenable. as for yeadiness to occur, the child and
therapist might as well be "waiting for Godot".

The child who has the gross motor skills of half his age and doeslhese skills in
a jerky, unrythmic fashion needs considerable help before he will look like a
normal child to his peer group. Our approach to children with gross motor
deficits (Patrick, 1974) has been based upon assessment, individualyemediation,
small groups using related skills at previously achieved la.als, and encourigement
of independent reliance upon the child's own integrative mechanisms for
self-correcting feedback. Our controlled 24 hour milieu setting is highly
structured, even to the point where free play often has to be scheduled. With a,
high ratio of staff to children, we can try seriously triapply theory to practice.
Regardless of The importance of theory for generatingexperimental questions, I
would argue that the development of methods and techniques is largely a
-function 'of the intuitive. skill and ingenuity of the
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individual-craftsperson-therapist. Even Piaget's carefully worked out theory of
cognitive development does not tell us how to modify acquired strategies in a

child suffering some form of abnormal behavior or motor pattern.3
3. Mental retardation

Perhaps what limits the applicability of Piaget's theory in the previous two
problem situations is their common need for re-education or rehabilitation. A
maladaptive behavior was to be extinguished while an adaptive behavior was to
be substituted. Most of the therapy involving severely and profoundly retarded
children is habilitative. /Most often, new skills are being taught where no
competing behaviors exist. In this situation Piaget's framework of developmental
cognitive stages generates clues as to what the progressive steps are which the
child must take in order to achieve higher levels of adaptive functioning. It is of
little importance for the clinician whether these stages are discrete, lock-step
entitities or whether they are continuous processes ebbing and flowing in the
irreliance upon previous schemata. Despite this type of theoretical fit, the
concern over readiness and maturation remains in habilitative cases.

Since the mentally retarded child has significantly more communication
expressional problems, it becomes even. more difficult to assess just how the
child is reacting to the learning experiences presented to him. With the lack or
absence of verbal accounts, the semi-clinical interview becomes inappropriate
with the mentally retarded. Nevertheless, the therapist can watch for signs of
non-verbal affective expression. As an example, in climbing activities we look for
signs of tension in the facial and large muscle groups and, of course, overt
non-compliance.

Working with the retarded,seems to place the therapist in greater control of
the choices within the environment, the tenor of Piaget's writing would seem to
suggest that children should have as much freedom to manipulate, choose, and
act as possible However, severely retarded children are rarely selactuating..
They are not high rate assimilators or eager new information processors, they do
not have sufficient play skills. How do you teach someone to play?

The signs of play, its overt behaviors, at beginning levels are repetitidn,
cyclical activities, and acquisition of new skills. Ellis (1973) characterizes play as
adaptiie behavior which generates a tendency for the organism to engage in the
elements in the environment which are changing. Thiegives immediate benefits
in satisfying the need for stimulation and yields the behavioral flexibility to,
allow the individual to deal more satisfactorily with future unknowns. Ellis' view
is generally consonant with Piaget (1962) who made a complete explication of
the play in his own children. Piaget traced the stages of play from late in the first
year through the peak of imaginative play at the third and fourth years through
a decline in symbolism and fantasy and a progressive socialization and reality
orientation as the children matured through puberty!

If severely retarded children lack the self-actuating need for novel stimulus
which is a prerequisite for play, it would seem that therapeutic intervention can
not afford a Piagetian approach which depends upon play to develop the purely
assimilative function. Therapists must offer opportunities for child determined
Pay, but given the tack of that response, must provide structured even
manipulated experiences in places of the, play experience. Perhaps nothing can



lalciellie pia& bf the play experience. Yet, children who do ngt play, need
experiences which most nearly approximate it.

CONCLUSION

The applicability of Piagetian theory to therapeutic intervention in gross
motor and affective dysfunction was found to have limitations and liabilities.
Problemmatic were Piaget's conception of learning as a function of development.
This implies that the stages of development can in part explain learning and
similarly, that the learning cannot explain development. Specifically, Piaget calls
into question behavioral therapy, attempts to accelerate readiness to learn, and
efforts to teach for creativity.

Piaget's methodology was found to be eminently applicable for purposes of
therapeutic intervention. Four aspects of his methodology were generally
acceptable. (1) the client centered approach, (2) the semi-clinical interview, (3)
the non-defectivity of child response, and (4) that knowledge develops from
action.

Three examples were given in a way of summarizing the applicability of
Piaget's works to the concerns of activity, therapists or 'special physical
educators CI I therapy for -childhood autism, (21 rememediation for gross motor

,dysfunction, and (3) habilitation for mental retardation.
Despite the theoretical limitations of Piaget for therapeutic intervention, the

strength of his methodology for dealing with children and his description of,
developmental trends in human potentiality provide a useful sourto for
professional application in therapeutic recreation and special physical education.

FOOTNOTES

I Thus, as Easley point out Paget can neither take the side of genetic control of
intellecttial ability (as Jensen and Shockly) not the side of the environmental control of
intellectural ability (as do many behaviorists).

2 The interested reader may wish to look into the recent work of Seymour Fisher, Body
Consciousness You 4re What Yob Feel. Englewood Cliffs, New jersey. Prentice Hall,
1973.

3
Similarly, the generally agreed upon idea that rewards affect performance does not tell us
what will be an effective reward in specific instance.

4 It may be well to note that play as Ellis defines .it does not cease during the early
adolescent years as Piaget may be interpreted as indicating. This points out a
contradiction worth pursuing, for, if Piaget and Ellis hold compatible theories at earlier
stages, how does one explain the apparent rift at adolescence?Ellis suggests that the
more developmentally mature individual plays M increasingly, covert (mentalistic)
proportions, while Piaget is silent about play past puberty.
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PIAGET AND SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Reinhard Berge

INTRODUCTION ,

In understanding Piaget's view on -psychological theory, which centers in
intelligence, and the principles of Special Physical Education, we mat develop a
concept that attempts -to combine both to a certain degree. The virtures and
faults in such conception will not be discussed here. Before I proceed to present
some of Piaget's 'major concepts in relation to Special Physical Education, a
word should be said concerning Piaget's methods of research. Piaget's clinical
observations are usually made in an informal manner with little experimental
control, on a more or less opportunistic basis. Children were given simple
problems to. solve, depending upon their degrees of readiness. In spite of this
informality of method his observations have been numerous and his insights have
been fertile. The outcomes, however, are in the form of only partially tested
hypotheses, to say the least. Fortunately, other investigators are replicating his
less informal studies. Sometimes his conclusions are supported, sometimes not.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM/

The term Special Physical Education, is relatively new, and is mainly used as
an umbrella term for remedial, developmental and adaptedphysical education.
The basic principles of it should be to improve and maintain motor efficiencies
of the body through physical activities. Instructional programs include to a great

t deal the rationale of perceptual-motor 'programs, which have as their ultimate
goal the improvement of academic achievement. Although objectives of many
programs include the improvement of body image, directionality,. spatial
orientation, coordination, etc. there is a subtle or open implication that
enhanceinent of the aforementioned qualities is somehow, related to improved
scholastic achievement. The most recent surge of interest in perceptual-motor.

__programs has been closely allied to the problem of learning disabilities. Perhaps
the focLA, of the recent interest stems from a single article (Oliver. 1958) that
claims significant imPbroye g nts in K2 after a period of exposure to a program of
physical activity for rota youths.

A logical outgrowth of the child study reports of seierat decades ago was that
intellectual functioning, was an outgvoWth of, earlier' established motor
functioning. Longitudinal observation! revealed that the infant. engaged in
random exploration of the environn'ent before purposeful, behavior became
evident:Verbal activity was established long,after the child was capible of
making visual, auditory, or tactIlidiscriminations. It is therefore not surprising
that the motor base of intellectual development received strong support from
those conductipg investigations on children (Gesell 1946; Goodenough & Brian
1925; Pjaget 1947). Op to this time relatively little is available that illustratei the

.,..

relationship betWeen_childhood motor behaviour and intellectual. strategies in a
form of active., asks that _involve_ total body movement. The relationships
between cognitive, abilities, motor abilities and physical characteristics has been'
established in ,two ways one. through empire al evaluation of correlation3,
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between intellectual efficiency and motor performance, two, through the
generally positive results of above mentioned programs. From these results we
cannot draw conclusions to what extent the relationships take place in a direct
causality, or if it is caused by a third variable.

There are numerous analyses of early childhood static-motor development and
sensori-motor intelligence actions. Their implications, however, are very much
limited on rather general statements about the body-soul unit of development
and the continuous derivation of the conceptual intelligence from the
sensori-motor intelligence. Conditional motor sequences are often globally
interpreted, by the issue of ontogenetical succession. This is in agreement with
the meaning of the sensori-motor period for the subsequent cognitive processes.
The conditioos, however, for cognitive development in childhood- motor
performance remains unknown as long as the developmental stages and periods
are separately analyzed. Piaget has, in his writings,. presented considerable detail
about the development of cognitive processes from the infantile, sensori-motor
stages to the mature,. reflective stage. Of primary interest in Piaget's work was
that he concerned himself most with the mechanisms which prcipel, orloster
growth from stage to stage. The question about such conditions becomes

_practicalty-relevant in.our..work, with, the handicapped individual., His motor
development cannot proceed in a normal character d way because he is
handicapped in his movement capacity. Only when hese conditions are
recognized, it is possible to work in a differentiating ay on the basis of
educational and psychological support of handicapped in iduals.

Perhaps the most important single proposition at we can derive from
Piaget's work is that children learn best ,front c crete activities. Movement
activities may affect the child's proficiency in to ks which require thought,
observation, concentration and perceptual abilitig We realize from practical
experiences regarding the cognitive developme physically handicapped, that
the physical handicap is considered as motor deprivation. But it could be
precipitately assumed that only descriptive analyses of physically handicapped
children of their development from birth can give eny information about to
what degree the motor impairment can keep up with the cognitive development,
The development of these children is not only very often impaired by secondary
problems like parental attitude towards the educational achievement of their
child, reactions of the peer group, and environmental barriers, but also in-the
large group of children with cerebral palsy, for instance, we 'find a damage of the
brain substance, which still does not reveal very much about its effects.

From the late 1950's until the present time, descriptions of various evaluation
procedures and .movement programs have been the subject of a great many
books and journals, and have attracted the attention of a large. number of
parents and educators. Yet, an evaluation of the motor behaviour of physiCally

_handicapped children is not very fruitful as long as it is not standardized, Which
observation criteria are significant in order to refer to cognitive development.
Therefore 'this matter remains in theoretical structure until valid measurement
procedures are developed. Despite the measurement difficulties, the, findings of
the development of various physically handicapped children are useful in order
to be indicative for a theoretical analysis. They explain very clearly how a



norrnici or Wielopment cannot be a Particutar condition cognitive

voprisent. Tlit argurneistaganistsuchan opinion istkaunerreir aptarairty of = --
tesiereni fiiancficapped with.rniaitt-trtiPefilnerit stsh4rVit ftiVISS
Indicate average and abosie_average intelligence" perfor?napce. The of.teri,-
mentioned derivation :understanding results from prehension" must be retutied' .

as long as one understands grasping behaviour as the normal grasp. The,
derivation is disproved by research findings on child* with limbs misting from
birth or early infancy, The early incapacitation frequently limits the

,

opportunities fpr play and other social contacts and 'greatly restricts the,'.
development of satistictonr social growth. Research data on tt4lidomide
children revealed that there a no.wificant_connection betviteen the damag:Of
the upper, extremities and the intelligence of the youngsters (Sievert 1968;

ts.44.

Scnonberger 1971). The effect of motor impairment on intelligence performance
.is obvious and sometimes serious if all the extremities are :involved (Aishir &
Schonnet 1950, Dunsdon, 1952, Haeffehnger & Pfefferle 2972, Schonberger
1972). The lack of physical activity. rathilives of the youngsters has detrimental
physiological and psychological consequences. To achieve satisfactory
adjustment the handicapped 4ndividual, must compensate for his lack of success
in physical performarr i.111kompensate by achievinikuperionty in intellectuat
tasks.

MOTOR BEHAVIOR ANDCdGNITIVE ACHIEVEMENT

Paget's constructive theory offers perhaps the most consistent approach in
regard to the developmental pntinuity of the child's activity and his
manipulation and exploration of objects, which is conceptual thinking.
Understanding is continuous activity of the individual deriving from the
biological function of simple sensorknotor assimilation concepts, which lead
through their coordination to deep intuitive structures and internalized symbols
which become grouped reversible operations after an adaptzition pfocess. From
the aspectof cognitive theory we see that Plagetcs work on the continuity from
the biological function of performance to Ingicafunctioning of their operations
is completely preserved by the adaptation ixocess.

Piaget indicated that at the earlier senson-motor 'stages cognitive functioning
a completely dependent upon what is physically,present and cart be physically
manipulated. With the develo'pment of "inhibitory powers" the full behaviour
equence becomes abbreviated to a gesture signifying perceptual recognition of

.the object and representing the typical action pattern demanded for coping with
"ihatobjict. This gesture, in turri, can be seen to became further reduced to
patterns of muscular tension. After much repetition, even this tension is brought
down topiractically immeasurable. proportions and spoken of as images formed
in the "mind'. It is through this process of internalliation-end tne.combining of
schemata (through reciprocal assimilation) that thought Processes become
relatively autonomous of the concrete situation and become the mobile,
efficieqt vehicle,of problem solving that it a. These considerations imply a close

"- connection between though action, and tension Psychological analysis,
. however, reveals. .a bo ary between Sensonincitor intelligence..and

precanceptual,thinking, w ch explained 6Ythe methodological

4



--fOnt -cituilfrcattiniturfirral observations fPlaget, 19E9 1950)-to- clfrificat
experiments ( Piaget 1969, 1971). When Piaget defined intuitions, syMbols and
furthermore operations as 'internalized actions, he offered only -a vague

indication of his understandingpf "performance". The improvement in motor
performance is essentially characterized by the selective restrictions to

...movements strictly necessary to make action effective.
As examples Piagt mentioned adjusting movements to it the properties of

objeCts, and thus indicate that he has understood them- at the level of motor
responses, i.e. thi child can move these objects, or lift them up, turn them
around. Regarding the structural assumptions of these movements, they often
can be partially associated with sensory -motor intelligence (to turn around, to
shift), pre-conceptual thinking or with operational thinking. In his analysts of
sensoriotor intelligence Piaget offers a variety of observations of sensorimotor
activities. Although the notion of performance and its basic concept is not
clearly defined it is sufficiently explained by the assimilation hypothesis. The
mechanism of "reciprocal assimilation", involves the concept that if independent
behavioural patterns,'or schemata, repetitiously recur together,they will, mainly
on the basis of their common elements fuse together (assimilate each other) into
onesuperordinate schema. To illustrate. at an early stage various reflex
behaviours, such as thumb sucking, and gasping objects -which stimulate the
palm of the hand, become fused and.lead to that common form of organized
activity whereby all the objects an infant comes to grasp get carried to the
mouth for investigation.

Thus, in the description of his observations Piaget only insrfficiently-
differentiated between the motor and sensory portion with the assimilationplans
(there is a grasping plan as Well as a vision or auditory plan existing), but Piaget
always emphasized ,the meaning of motor behaviour for structural development,
it causes a transformation, of the perceptual area with the consequumes that
each area is understood as a tatel of relatjons which are det4minerkby motor
behaviour.

IMPLICATIONS OF PIAGETS WORK, METHODS AND TECHNIbUES OF
INSTRUCTION

,

While Piaget has not been mainly concerned with schools, one can derive from
his theory and retain general pnnciples which may help and support educational

:procedures. We must be cognizant that educational objectives are different for
youngster; with a handicapping condition in comparison to non-handicapped
ones. Well planned physical education programs can make one of its most
significant contributions to the benefit of the handicapped, in the teaching of
appropnate motor skills which will enable them to participate with pleas'Ure in
active games and sports. Motor perfci-rnance is understood as a variation of the
sensors-motor area connected .with the variation of motor behaviour, In
opposition to the 'absolute movement' motor performance has a transitional
character as it /s included in Piaget's assimilation theory According to that. the
implicaijon Ot_ motor behaviour or ,cognitive development is to be recognized on
the grounds that can-6e used to influence the environment through
transformation by means of spatial and conditional changes of object which also

_ ,



firsettide tit- child's body. in- thts respect childhood motor-pilaw-mance-as a
cognitive adaptation process does not require any general fixed motor sequence,

Piaget has analyzed childhood motor performance only during the

sensori-motor period. It is possible to indicate that he grants in his work on

internalization of behaviour an implicit position to childhood motor
performance in the periods of preconceptual and vivid thinking In Piaget's

views, one of the major sources of learning, if ,not the most essential one, is the

intrinsic activity of the child At the end of his sensori-motor stage the child is

able, to internally anticipate his activities before the t xecution The principle
that learning occurs through the child's activity suggests that the teacher's major

task is to provide for the child a wide variety of potentially interesting materials

on which he may perform (Cratty, 1973).
If the solving of a task requires an internal anticipation, then in executing the

performance the child is forced to "decentralize" otherwise he could not
accomplish the task. This is an important factor in the accommodation process
that Piaget has not explained. The fact that a child by himself solved the answer,

by himself discovered the response, oflects the special dimension of
mternalizing_data (Puget, 1958),_ which creates a more intimate relationship
between the child and the subject matter With the start of operational thinking,
motor performance is only used as a tool that has no more repercussion on the
structural development but instead exclusively on the contents of cognition The

child must act on things to understand them. Intelligence reinforcing effects of

movement education in the school requires a different explanation that
hypothesizes an indirect motor pehaviour-cognition relationship For hese

reasons a good activity program should encourage the child's activity, and rus

inanipulition and exploration of objects. Motor training programs that promote
activittes for memory and imagery, symbolization, categorization, language
communication, conceptualization, evaluation, etc., can exploit the child's
potential for learning, and permit him to evolve an understanding of the world

around him. The principle of adapted teaching methods and techniques requires
a considerable reorientation of beliefs and philosophies concerning education

Piaget felt that it is the teacher's job to get the child to act on both physical a
mental levels. These actions represent real knowledge, -far more than

facts or concepts.

CQNCLUSION

There. exists significant evidence whichdemonsthtes that some programs of
motor education have improved a child s self concept, to the vitent that the
child gains confidence in his ability to succeed in the classroom (Cratty. 1973)

"Ough a well organizbd p I development, succeworiented program of

shYsic4 rs capable of achieving success that can be iostant
feedback enhancing the development of a child's self4mage and self concept
whh in essence will contribute to the child's total physical and mental
development. Piaget's contribution to the concept and principles of special
physicel education cannot be obtained from. a text boolt,per.;se./As already

mentione4:1, we can derive. from his theory, general,educational 'principles that

have been expressed by the "prOtiressive education Movefiiiint" for Manyyears.

. I
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taget s contribution should stimulate and provide the teacher with-a satrrid-basis--
f or a program that assures promisingsuccess.
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